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At least 137 dead

Blizzard-like storms hit nation
By DANA FIELDS
Associated Press Writer
Winter ganged up on the nation today with fierce winds that
chilled the air to 100 below zero
in North Dakota, new storms
that threatened both coasts and
near-blizzards in Minnesota and
South Dakota, where a
forecaster warned the weather
"can literally kill you."
At least 137 people have died
during the past seven days' ice
storms, snows, freezing rains
and cold that by today had
spared only Florida in the continental United States. New
Orleans was expected to warm
only into the 20s today, and high
winds in West Texas' Guadalupe
mountains combined with a
temperature of 6 degrees for a
wind chill of minus 46.
Among Friday night's victims
were a man whose car plunged
off an icy bridge into a river in
Kansas City, Mo., and at least
nine people who died on a slick
Texas highway when a truck
and church bus smashed headon. The week's weather-related
death toll in Texas stood at 19.

Christmas travel plans fell by
the roadside today as squalls cut
visibility to near zero in northern Iowa, western Minnesota
and southern Michigan. Police
closed a 60-mile stretch of Interstate 90 in western New York
this morning amid forecasts of
another foot of snow off the
Great Lakes.
New Englanders were warned
to dig in for tht first heavy
snowfall of the eason, with up to
a foot predict4d by tonight as an
Atlantic s
m moved up the
coast from'North Carolina. The
first flakes from an expected 3
inches or more were falling early today in Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, New Jersey and
southeastern New York.
The temperature hit 37 below
zero at Yellowstone, Wyo., early
today as yet more arctic air
poured down from the northern
Rockies. Chicago checked in at
23 below at 2 a.m.
"It's just plumb miserable,"
Doug McCloskey, a sheriff's
clieputy in the western Montana
town of Wisdom, said Friday as
the temperature dropped to 56

below zero. But he saw one
bright spot: "Crime just goes
down to zilch." Two Montana
sanitation workers picked up a
Christmas gift bottle of 80-proof
whiskey — and found it frozen
solid.
Snow fell this morning in parts
of Oregon, where thousands of
young salmon have frozen in a
hatchery, and in northern
California and Nevada. Ten
more inches of snow were
predicted for most of Utah and
Colorado, on top of 10 inches that
fell Friday.
But the big menace for the
West Coast was a moisturepacked Pacific storm system
taking aim at central California.
Warnings that winds could
reach 45 mph were posted for
San Francisco.
Forecasters said the storm
could bring another 2 feet of
snow to the Siskiyou mountains
and Sierra Nevada of northern
California and Oregon today and
heavy snow to Idaho by
Christmas Day, with rain heavy
enough to produce flooding
along the coast.

OR. SANTA — Dr. Clegg Austin, local pediatrician, takes away some
of the unpleasantness of being sick at Christmastime by wearing
headgear similar to Santa Claus. Here, patient Beth McCallon,
daughter of Eddie and Kathy McCallon, wants her turn at listening in

die stethoscope.
Staff photo by Jennie 434frdOn

Santa arrives for
Lebanon Marines
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon CAP) —
The bunkers have no chimneys,
but Santa Claus nevertheless arrived in Beirut, his sleigh a
camouflaged military ambulance stuffed with some of the
20,000 packages Americans have
sent the U.S. Marines.
The reindeer had to cover
quite a distance to get to you
guys this year," shouted the
white bearded man in the padded red suit who arrived at the
U.S. Marine base Friday, two
days before Christmas.
Marine Chaplain Thomas
Falkenthal, with "Silent Night"
blaring from a tape deck beside
him, then proceeded to visit the
bunkers where Marines eagerly
lined up for their brightly wrapped gifts.
"Things like this really make
It feel like Christmas." said
Staff Sgt. Edward Peerenboom,
27, of Milwaukee, Wis.
"It makes you feel good that

the people back in the States are
thinking of you," said Cpl. Matthew Collins, 23, of Lexington,
Ky., as he opened a box filled
with pretzels, cheese crackers
and foil-wrapped chocolate Santas. "This will give me
something to munch on later."
Falkenthal, a Roman Catholic
priest from Chicago, said he
thought the Marines symbolized
the Christmas spirit of giving
and self-sacrifice.
"I think each and every one of
them realizes that, in spite of the
personal danger, what they do
means peace for others," he
said.
The Marines have received
more than 20,000 packages and
thousands of holiday cards and
letters from schools, church
groups, families and individuals
in the United States, said Marine
spokesman Maj. Dennis Brooks,
38, of Detroit.
Santa's visit was one of
several events for the 5,600
Marines assigned to Lebanon as
part of the multinational force.

No paper Monday;
office also closed
The Murray Ledger & Times
will be closed Monday and will
not print an edition in observance of the Christmas holiday.
The business office will reopen
at 8 a.m. Tuesday.

brrr, cold
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SIX HOSPITALIZED — Five members of a Paris,
Tenn., family, and a Calloway County man were admitted to Murray-Calloway County Hospital Friday
night following a two-vehicle collision on the bridge
detour on U.S. 641, one-half mile south of Murray.
According to Kentucky State Police reports, Albert F
Heiss, 39, Rt.4, was travelling south in his 1982 Datsun pickup when he crossed the center line and
struck a 1979 Chevrolet(above) driven by William H.
Castle, 41, Paris. Heiss and Castle both were listed in

stable condition today in the intensive care unit of the
hospital. Castle's passengers — his wife Debra, 30,
twin sons David and Daniel, 9 and daughter Laura, 2
— all were listed in satisfactory condition on one of
the hospital's general floors. Charges are pending
against Heiss. State Police Trooper Dale Parker,
Murray Police Department and Murray Fire Department Rescue Truck responded. Traffic was backed up
for about one hour.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

Artist uses talents for holiday season greetings
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Steven Estes, a Benton artist,
is busy again this holiday season
painting store windows
throughout the area with
favorite scenes from Christmas.
Filling the fronts of some 75
businesses locally, his colorful,
panoramic paintings, have
become a highly sought-after
piece of holiday art. Estes' paintings are not limited, however,
but range from personalized
holiday greetings to warm,
religious settings.
His paintings of a family nelt
around a cradle in a barn, or
angels sounding their golden
trumpets add a feeling of reality
to the Christmas season that so
often is obscured by the commercial aspects of the season.
At 35, Estes has enjoyed the
field of art since his early
childhood. According to stories
his mother tells, he talked of
becoming an artist when he was
only four-years-old. "I don't
know that I really had many
feelings toward it at that time,"
Estes recalled, thinking of his

4.

MERRY CHRISTMAS — Pictured is one of the
many holiday greetings Benton artist Steven Estes
has painted for local and area businesses. Estes has
young life with his family in
Kansas
He admits, however, that
there were time in his past when
he didn't view the field of art as
being an interest to him His

At least 50 cities around the
country broke or tied lowtemperature records Friday, including Chicago at 19 below zero
and Seattle at 9 above. Chicago's
Department of Human Services
added emergency staffers to
meet the increased number of
calls from the cold or homeless
and to take people to emergency
shelters.
Hundreds of Indians on South
Dakota's Pine Ridge and
Rosebud reservations had to
leave their homes this week
because of the cold, and the
state responded by delivering 50
tons of coal to Pine Ridge and 20
tons to Rosebud. A lumber company donated wood, and
employees' free overtime to cut
It — "a superb gesture," said
Gov. William Janklow.
"These weatherilements can
literally kill yoti if you are
stranded or exposed in the
open," said a National Weather
Service forecaster in South
Dakota late Friday as northwest
winds gusted to 50 mph, creating
blizzard conditions.
With the National Weather
Service reporting wind chills of
100 below zero in North Dakota,
forecasters in state after state in
the Midwest and Plains warned
people against traveling, or
even going outdoors.

been decorating windows with beautiful seasonal
paintings for several years.

high school dais and even his
studies at Kentucky Southern
College were minus art-related
courses
A tour of the Orient during his
years with the United States

Marine Corps yielded many interesting aspects of art for
Estes. While there he began to
notice the beauty of art and
became increasingly interested
En surrealism as a method of

displaying his own feelings
through paintings.
Although he uses many
methods of painting, Estes say
mastering the field of watercolors is'one of the. greatest difficulties a painter must encounter. He calls this portion of
art his favorite, claiming it be
an ever-pressing challenge of
expression.
It demands a strict discipline
on behalf of the artist, and a
knowledge of what one wants
before a project is even undertaken, he says.
Even though his work is everimproving, and the public's acceptance increasing, Estes says
his carefully nurtured talent
would rank only fourth on the
list of priorities in his life.
RecenUy, he explained by saying that God was first in his life.
His wife second and his children
third.
In the midst of all his activities as a holiday artist, he
still finds time for his job at B.F.
Goodrich in Calvert City and
sign painting, too
(Continued on Page 2)

Today, partly sunny, windy
and bitterly cold with a few
flurries. High from 4 to 8
above. Gusty northwest
winds 15 to 25 mph. Tonight,
partly cloudy with subzero
cold. Low from 2 to 6 below.
West to southwest winds 10 to
15 mph. Christmas day, increasing cloudiness and not
so cold with a 30 percent
chance of light snow developing. High from the mid to upper teens. Southwest winds 10
to 15 mph.
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Awards given
in hospital
decoration
competition

1
•••

Murray man
charged after
Graves accident

aNP

•

First and second-place
awards have been announced by
2_ three-me ber panel of judges
from the community in the
Murray
alloway County
Hospital' traditional Christmas
decoratlii contest.
Spending more than 214 hours
Thursday touring the hospital
and rating the decorations in the
various departments and areas
were Margaret Trevathan,
Peggy Billington, and Joy
Waldrop.
Winners in the five categories
were: Most Unique and Original
Christmas Card — Purchasing,
first, and the PBX Operators,
second.
Most Original Decorations —
Labor and Delivery with its
angels and original poems, first,
and Second Floor Nursing Unit
with its "Twas the Night Before
Christmas" theme, second.
Best All-Round — Radiology
with Santa and Mrs. Claus, its
poem and hospital Christmas
get-together, first, and Long
Term with its "Christmas Care
Bears," second.
Best Decorated Door — The
Business Office with its "Cabbage Patch and Brussels
Sprouts," first, and Housekeeping with its "Sara and her
elves," second.
"The judges commended each
area and department for the
spirit exemplified and for the
fine work that was done," said
Stuart Poston, the MCCH administrator, in announcing the
winners, "and certainly the
hospital and the patients and
visitors appreciate it."
The judges also noted the arrival of a brand new "little
angel" in the Labor and
Delivery unit as they judged its
decorations.

4

*4.

CLOWNING AROUND — While rating the decorations, Joy Waldrop,
one of the judges, grabbed an opportunity to sit on X-Ray Santa's lap
and check her Christmas list with him. He and Mrs. Claus(Hope Berming) helped win first place in the "Best All-Around" category for their
department. Second place went to the Long Term Care Unit.

•
4
MOST UNIQUE — June Adams of the MCCH Purchasing Department
holds the poem she wrote and which won first place for her department
in the contests "most Unique and Original Christmas Card" category.
Second place went to the switchboard operators.

411,-

•

Joncy Oatman, 28, of Riviera
Courts was arrested Wednesday
night south of Mayfield and
charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol, according
to Graves County Sheriff Burl
Youngblood.
Oatman was taken into
custody after his truck hit an
automobile driven by 27-yearold Bobby Thomas, Route 1,
Sedalia.
According to the sheriff, Oatman, who was eastbound on
Kentucky 1890, failed to stop at a
stop sign and ran into the
Thomas vehicle, southbound on
Kentucky 97.
In addition to DTI, Oatman
was charged with expired
license plates and no insurance.
He was lodged Graves County
District Jail.
Two passengers in the
Thomas car were injured slightly as a result of the accident.
Treated and released at the
Mayfield Community Hospital
were Robert L. Herbert, 813
Taylor Lane, Mayfield and
James C. Miller of Lynnville.
The collision occurred approximately three miles south of
Mayfield at 9:50 p.m.

•
p.

•

Estes...

• t •1
-

•

•

THE JUDGES — This year's Christmas Decorating Contest judges at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital were (from left) Margaret Trevathan,
PeggraBillington and Joy Waldrop. Traditionally, the staff of each
department and area at the hospital decorates its quarters, and plaques are awarded. Here, the judges appraise the "Winter Wonderland"
display in the Education Unit, which won second place in its category.

Settle-Workman Co.
WN1 Be acd IOW.' Dec. 28th Ta
Prepare For:This AftorShristmaa

SALE

FINISHING TOUCHES — Brenda Hobbs (kneeling) puts a finishing
touch to the Labor and Delivery's decorations, while Lori Morris holds
one of their latest arrivals and looks on. Both are registered nurses in
the unit. Their display, angels and original poems, won first place in the
"Most Original Decoration" category.

Settle-Workman
Big After-Christmas Sale

(Continued from Page 1)
As far as prints are concerned
he summerized his feelings by
saying, "It's just knowing that
someone else can relate to
something that you've done
That's more important than
popularity or money. Catering
to the desires of the market is
not at all important. It's someone realizing the years of experience and what's behind the
paper."
He backs up his statements by
noting that months of study is
spent of each of his works prior
to the actual design of the
painting.

SALE STARTS
TUESDAY
DECEMBER 27TH
9 A.M.

NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS,

MEN'S DEPT.

NO ALTERATIONS ON

LADIES' DEPT.

SALE MERCHANDISE

Men's Robes
Men's Dress Suits
Men's Dress Shirts Button down or plain collar
Men's Sport Shirts
Men's Sport Coats
Men's Sweaters
Men's Dress Pants
Men's Dress & Sport Hats
Men's Dress & Surburban Coats
Men's Work Jackets
Men's Leather Jackets
Men's Flannel Shirts Small Only
All Men's Jeans
1 Table Men's Heavyweight
Work Jeans by Wrangler

All Ladies Purses
Ladies Dresses Misses, Jr & /
1
2 Sizes
Ladies Robes
Ladies Blouses
2 Racks of Ladies Sportswear
Ladies Sweaters
All Ladies Jeans Jr & Misses
Ladies Winter Coats
All Ladies Winter Jackets
All Ladies Flannel & Brushed Nylon
Gowns & Pajamas

'A OFF
20 TO 50% OFF
1/2 PRICE
20 TO 50% OFF
%OFF
1/4 PRICE
/
1 3 OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20 TO 50% OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
1/2 PRICE
20% OFF
Value $14.99

All Electric Blankets by, Fieldcrest. .

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
20% OFF
'A PRICE
'A PRICE
20% OFF

CHILDREN'S DEPT.

'888

SHOE DEPT.
1 Table of Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
Children's Boots Values to $24 99
All Men's Dress & Casual
Shoes & Dress Boots
Men's Western Boots
Men's Jogging Shoes
1 Table Children's Jogging Shoes
1 Group Ladies House Shoes
All Men's Work Shoes

'A
'A
'A
/
12
'A

Girls Dresses Size 2T thru 14 Yrs
'A PRICE
Girls Jeans Size 2T thru 14 Yrs
20% OFF
All Girls Sportswear Slacks, Tops, Shirts & Skirts, Sizes 2T thru 14 Yrs % PRICE
All Girls Robes, Pajamas & Gowns
'A PRICE
1,12 PRICE
All Girls Winter Jackets
1 Table Girls Jeans
'A PRICE
All Boys Jeans Slim, Reg & Husky
20% OFF
All Boys Sport Shirts 2T thru 18 Yrs.
20% TO 50% OFF
All Boys Winter Jackets
'A PRICE
1 Table of Boys Jeans
'A PRICE
One Group Children's
Tobbaggans, Gloves Mittens
'A PRICE
All Infants & Months Sizes, Boys& Girls Sportswear20% PRICE

'A PRICE
$5.00

20% OFF
1/4 PRICE
20% OFF
'A PRICE
'A PRICE
10% OFF

Settle-Workman---

. • • 20% OFF

Downtown
Across from Bank of Murray

•

p.

ps..4
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perspective

Witierray Ledcrer & Times

letter to the editor

Yuletide season
time for peace
and happiness
The birth of the Messiah at Bethlehem 2,000
years ago had been accurately predicted for centuries by Old Testament prophets.
Around 740 B.C., Isaiah wrote, "Unto us a
Child is born and His name shall be called the
Prince of Peace."
• Forty years later, Micah made this forecast:
"Thou Bethleham, out of thee He shall come
forth."
According to Luke, a Gentile and author of the
third Gospel, an angel appeared to Judean
shepherds on the day of Jesus' birth and said,
"Unto you is born a Savior who is Christ the
Lord." A celestial chorus joined the angel and
sang about peace on earth and goodwill toward
men.
Although the Christmas story started like an
isolated echo in the hills of a remote Roman province, it has beome the most revoltionary
challenge since time began.
The message from the heavenly host over the
Judean hills represents much more than a lovely
legend and the quotation from Luke is considered by the Christians to be the top news story
and the greatest love story in the history of the
universe.
At Bethlehem began an amazing phenomenon.
A baby, born in a stable and brought up as a
carpenter, Jesus was regarded as an average
trademan by His Nazareth neighbors. However,
at the age of 30, He began to teach and within
three years His teachings and His miracles
began to change the course of history.
• Through words and deeds, the Promised
Messiah demonstrated His Father's deep concern for all people, particularly the underpriviledged. He preached to the poor, confronted
the broken-hearted, restored sight to the blind
.azidthealed the sick.
'Otit of the cold, drab manger came a new and
positive warmth to humanity. With His birth
:came a new age, a new religion and a new con:-cept of the value of a human life. Never again
e be the si-itcne..
age old C44.tpigg,*ivy
- !is a divine '
ed
thipp/1114.4 cka-CPULP-I1d based
of suptrertsill lbtoe'.• 'The'
theme is •-::changeless because love is eternal.
So, Christmas is the one power and simplicity
-js permitted to rule the world. "For God so loved
.
.lhe world that He gave His Son that so whosoever
..-belleveth in Him shall have everlasting life."
"...John 3:16.
Chiefly through the influence of His teachings,
'women are attaining a state of justified equality
with men. The sick, the poor, widows, orphans
S.nd the bereaved are receiving more aid than at
Any time in history. Throughout the Westen
world, worshippers meet without fear of
persecution. Enduring respect for human rights
constitute evidence that the Love Gift of the Ages
s▪ tffl lives among us.
: The gift of the World's Redeemer sends people
'pn errands of mercy where otherwise there
would be gloom and hunger. It sends cheer into
hospitals, prisons and war zones and serves as a
strong bond of fellowship among peoples of all
races and creeds.
• The divine message brought by the angels to
The City of David is still lifting mankind to new
.heights of hope and achievement. On His natal
:Flay, we realize anew that the birth at Bethlehem
',lid its significance are more real today than the
.sun overhead or the earth underneath.
Christmas is the full sway of love, as Santa is
the embodiment of generosity. It softens hearts,
purifies thoughts and lends to Christmas-giving
The sentiment of divine philanthopy.
• The spirit of Christmas is the strong childlike
/aith that someday men at local and interns:tonal levels will try to live by the Messiah's rule.
'''Do unto others as you would have them do unto
7ou."
. It is indeed fortunate that Christmas, rooted in
Ihe annals of time, has become the most univer)rally observed festival among mankind.
; Again and again, above the carols, greetings
juld outbursts of elated children, the ancient
piessianic promise comes through: "Fear not, I
;bring glad tidings of great joy. Unto you is born a
Savior."
• It is our hope that the Yuletide season in all its
beauty and glory will bring you peace and
happiness.
•
MERRY CHRISTMAS!

Yes, Virginia...
(EDITOR'S NOTE — This letter to
the editor first appeared in the New
York Sun in 1897 and has become an
immortal sign of Christmas.)
Dear Editor,
"I arn•8 years old.
"Some of my little friends say
there is no Santa Claus.
"Papa says, 'If you see it in The
Sun it's so.'
"Please tell me the truth, is there
a Santa Claus?"
VIRGINIA O'HANLON
115W.95th St.
•.•
Virginia, you little friends are
wrong. They have been affected by
the skepticism of a skeptical age.
They do not believe except what
they see. They think that nothing
can be which is not comprehensible
by their little minds. All minds,

Virginia, whether they be men's or
children's, are little. In this great
universe of ours, man is a mere insect, an ant, in his intellect, as
compared with the bondless world
about him, as measured by the intelligence capable of graping the
whole of truth and knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
Claus. He exists as certainly as
love and generosity and devotion
exist, and you know that they
abound and give to your life its
highest beauty and joy. Alas! how
dreary would be the world if there
were no Santa Claus! It would be as
dreary as if there were no
Virginias. There would be no
childlike faith then, no poetry, no
romance to make tolerable this existence. We should have no enjoyment, except in sense and sight.

The eternal light with which
childhood fills the world would be
extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You
might as well not believe in fairies!
You might get your papa to hire
men to watch in all the chimneys
on Christmas Eve to catch Santa
Claus, but even if they did not see
Santa Claus coming down, what
would that prove? Nobody sees
Santa Claus. but that is no sign that
there is no Santa Claus. The most
real things in the world are those
that neither children nor men can
see. Did you ever see fairies dancing on the lawn? Of course not, but
that's no proof that they are not
here. Nobody can conceive or imagine all the wonders there are unseen and unseeable in the world.
YOU TEAR APART the baby's

thoughts in season
"Live your lives while you have
the light, so the darkness will not
come upon you," John the
evangelist wrote in the twelfth
chapter of his version of the "Good
News"(TEV).
Near the end of his life, Jesus
speaks these words urging us to
share our light with others:
Believe in the light, then, while
you have it, so that you will be the
people of the light.
Season's greetings and Godspeed
from "Thoughts in Season."
• •
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A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
In Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Prove440T01= the Pale will be dconstetito
the Need Line Association aid
Murray-Calloway County' Comprehensive Care Center.

tt=

et

rattle and see what makes the
noise inside, but there is a veil
covering the unseen world which
not the strongest man, nor even the
united strenght of all the strongest
men that ever lived, could tear
apart. Only faith, fancy, poetry,
love, romance, can push aside the
curtain and view and picture the
supernal beauty and glory beyond.
Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, in all
this world there is nothing else real
and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God, he
lives, and he lives forever! A thousand years from now, Virginia, nay
ten times ten thousand years from
now, he will continue to make glad
the heart of childhood.

looking back
Ten years ago
Roy Kain, plant manager at
Fisher-Price Toys in Murray is pictured handing out free turkeys to
all the plant employees on Dec. 21.
Kenneth R. Dix and Gary D.
Turner of the Murray Police
Department recently graduated
from a 10-week basic training
course conducted by Kentucky
Bureau of Training at Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, county
extension agent for Calloway County, received the Distinguished Service Award from National Association of Extension Home Agents for
1973 at a recent meeting at
Lexington.
About 25 international students
from other college campuses are
guests of Blood River Association
at International Friendship House
at Baptist Student Center on Murray State University campus. Ola
Mae Roberts is house director.
Dr. Gordon Plummer, chairman
of the Murray State University Art
Department, was selected to assist
in a humanities project at a conference at Shakertown at Pleasant
Hill.
Twenty years ago
The Rt. Rev. C. Gresham
Marimon,_ bishop of Diocese of
Episcopal Church in Kentucky,
visited the St. John's Episcopal
Church this weekend.
The Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, and
Mrs. White held open house at the
parsonage on Dec. 22.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Ray, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Housden, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Garner, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gipson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Wade and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Hopkins.
B.B. Boyd and Tilghman Barrow
both planned to have watermelon
for dessert for Christmas. Boyd put
his in the freezer this summer and
Barrow kept the melon in his
office.
Col. L.J. Pardue, nephew of Mrs.
Dewey Ragsdale, has just returned
from a tour of duty in Lisbon,
Portugal.
Thirty years ago
Guy Turner, state patrolman for
Calloway, Marshall and Trigg
Counties, said he had traveled over
1900 hours between June 28 and
Dec. 23, covering from 21,000 to
23,000 miles. He urged citizens to
drive carefully over the holidays.
Cpl. Charles R. Magness of Fort
Holabird. Md., is the guest of his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Magness, Farmer Avenue.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris Miller,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Cathey,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Ross
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Luke
Blanton.
Miss Bobbie Nell Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollin
Jones, Rt. 1, Hazel, was married to
Charles Murvine Burkeen, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Murray, on Dec. 19 at North Fork
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Jerry D. Williams and Mrs.
Eli Alexander left yesterday for
Fort Knox to spend the holidays
with their husbands who are in
training there.
Forty years ago
Fire totally destroyed the brick
building of the Faxon High School
the morning of Dec. 17. The loss is
estimated at $6,500, according to
Roy Willoughby, principal.
Thirty-one men have passed
their physical examinations and
will report for duty in the Army,
Navy and Marines in the next few
days.
Foreman (Pud) Graham retired
from the Murray City Council this
month after giving 10 years of service on the board.
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. (Sime)
Burkeen observed their 51st wedding anniversary on Dec. 18.
Murray State College will begin
its winter quarter on Jan. 3.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Charles
Nesbitt, Dec. 15, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. O.R. Jeffrey, Dec. 17, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Bramlett.
Dec. 19, and boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Bean, date not listed.
Marriages announced include
Kathleen Robertson to Wesley
Kemper on Dec. 18.
Elected as officers of Camp 592
Woodmen of the World were Rue
Overby, W.E. Clark, William R.
Furches, Bill Miller, Aubrey
Willoughby, Burman Parker,
Porter Holland and L.C. Hendon.
Staff members of The Ledger &
Times pictured are Ralph Wear,
Joe Weaks, Jr., Albert Emderlin,
Raleigh Meloan, Virginia Hay,
Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. Wayne
Wilson, W.P. Williams, J.D.
Phillips. Boyd Wear and Mrs. H.I.
Sledd.
Fifty years ago
Work of registering men for the
C.W.A. jobs had been temporarily
closed. All selections for workmen
have been made on all the projects
now going on.

About 30 requirements must be
met to secure Grade "A" milk and
sell milk as such on the new ordinance. At present only Grades A
and D are being sold and Grade D
usually represents cases where
dairymen have made little effort to
secure grading.
A group of about 15 Calloway
County tobacco growers conferred
here with E.J. Kilpatrick, district
farm agent, on preliminary plans
for signing up county growers to
reduce their tobacco acreage in
order to qualify for government
bonuses under Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
Free movies were presented this
morning to children of Calloway
County by the Capitol Theatre and
The Ledger & Times. Movies were
"Pack Up Your Troubles" with

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bitter
arguments will break out on
Capitol Hill if, as administration officials have indicated, President
Reagan's new budget includes arequest for Congress to give him
limited authority to withhold
money the House and Senate have
voted to spend.
In the early 1910s, Democratic
leaders who controlled both houses
of Congress battled Republican
President Nixon over whether the
federal government had to spend
all the money Congress had
appropriated.
Nixon withheld — impounded —
billions of dollars that Congress
had earmarked for various government programs. The president
argued that domestic spending had
to be curbed to preserve the nation's economy. Democratic
leaders replied that they were
determined to preserve the
domestic programs and resist
Nixon's efforts to impose his own
priorities on Congress
The result was enactment of the
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1074,
which restricted the president's
ability to ignore Congress' wishes
on spending
Now, the arguments of the early
1970s are echoing again with
federal budget deficits stuck at a
plateau of about 1200 billion a year.
Reagan wants non-military spending cut. Democrats say domestic
programs must be preserved.
Administration officials have
said privately that Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan has
been pushing the president to seek
a so-called line-item veto that

Laurel and Hardy and "Birthday
Blues" with Our Gang.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Brandon on
Dec. 19.
Wayne Flora, junior and first string center, was elected captain of
the 1934 Football Team of Murray
High School. W.P. (Dub) Russell,
all-state guard, was the 1933 team
captain.
Mr. and Mrs. H.T. Waldrop gave
a reception at their home, "Hearthstone," on Dec. 19 in honor of
Cong. and Mrs. Voris Gregory of
Mayfield and Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Linville Yates have
returned to their home in Glasgow.
Mr. Yates had been working with
the Calloway County Health
Department in putting the Murray
Milk Ordinance into effect.

by cliff haas
would allow the president to approve parts of spending bills while
rejecting others.
House Republican leader Robert
H. Michel of Illinois wrote to the
president earlier this month, telling Reagan,"I intend to move next
year toward reinstating limited impoundment powers in the executive
branch and that I would certainly
appreciate having your support in
that regard."
Last month, Congress got a
preview of the arguments that will
be heard next year if Reagan requests some from of impoundment
authority.
Sens. William L. Armstrong, RColo., and Russell B. Long. D-La.,
offered an amendment during the
closing days of the session that
would have given the president
authority to withhold money if certain targets for budget deficits
were being exceeded.
The proposal was tabled, in effect killed, on a 49-48 vote. But,
with presidential support, such a
plan could pass the GOP-controlled
Senate. Passage in the
Democratic-controlled House,
though, would be more difficult
During the Senate debate last
month, Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr.. R-Tenn., said he was
sympathetic to the idea, adding, "I
am no expert in this field, but I
think sooner or later we are going
to have to come to that."
Armstrong said, "For several
years, I have been thinking that we
made a mistake when we tied the
hands of the president in limiting
his ability to manage the nation's
business. "
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Zetas hear Umar

Children's TV starts fight
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The president of Action For Children's
Television is promising
a court fight to overturn
a government decision

ZETA SPEAKER — Dr. Farouk Umar, right, was
guest speaker for a recent meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Dr. Urnar,
professor of political science at Murray State University, who was born in Bagdad, Iraq, spoke about conditions in the Middle East. After his talk he answered-,
questions from the members. Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
program chairman, presented Dr. Umar with a
Hostesses for the social hour were Ruth CaidW011.,
Leila Erwin, Lois Fairfield, Jane Fitch and Lotsisat
Overby.

against requiring broadcasters to air a
minimum number of
weekday TV shows for

"We think the commission has given a
great big Christmas
present to American
children.
broadcasters and that
"We are going to they're leaving a piece
court," Peggy Charren, of coal in the stocking of
president and founder of every child in
the child advocacy America," Ms. Charren
group said Thursday said.
after the Federal ComThe decision was not
munications Commis- unexpected. Mark S.
sion announced its Fowler, a Republican
decision.
who succeeded Ferris
"We're going to ap- as FCC chairman, has
peal this decision, which expressed the fear that
we think is another ex- a quota for children's
ample of the Reagan ad- programs might violate
ministration taking the First Amendment.
COMt to
from the poor to feed the
On Thursday, Fowler
Dl BRA 1FINCER
Sillettft M. LAIht
rich," said Ms. Charren, said a programming
whose group pushed for quota would require the
the commission's FCC to determine what
rulemaking proceeding constituted a children's
on children's program- show and encourage
control cents. 753-3314 ming that was begun in broadcasters to
DAILY
1979 by former Chair- sacrifice quality to meet
man Charles D. Ferris, numerical goals.
BARGAIN MATINEES
a Democrat.
Cheri & Cine
Continued on page 5
See, Ad For Times
LL SEATS 1200 Except
Sudden Impact 12"

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Relax.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 1
141 SAGM'ARIUS
You may receive some poor (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A career matter requires a
advice about a career matter.
A deceptive trend requires more realistic approach. A

edg0

AIM

759-4646

4i

you to be wary. Avoid
premature moves.

Actress Cheryl Ladd
awarded large sum
by California court

ut.

Now, Pizza Hut
Delivers The Goods..
Introducing Fast Delivery Service From The Murray Pizza Hut
At 12th & Chestnut. Just Phone In Your Order And One Of
Our Friendly & Courteous Delivery People Will Bring It Right
to Your Door, Piping Hot And Ready To Eat!!

choshiut at. 753.3314

e7,e'

FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 26, 1983
What kind of day wW tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 IneetC
Social life is not especially
stars say, read the forecast
favored. You'll enjoy your
given for your birth sign.
own company now. Pay no
heed to gossip you hear today.

tr„,746frevitait

12th & Chestnut
Murray

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hours Of Delivery:
•Fri-Sat 4-11 p.m.
•Sun-Thur 4-10 p.m.
99c
Delivery Charge
Delivery Hotline: 759-4646

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A judge says an Xrated film producer
"desired to exploit" actress Cheryl Ladd, who
was awarded more than
$1 million after she
challenged use of her
name and face to promote a film featuring a
"look-alike."
A Superior Court jury
Wednesday awarded the
former "Charlie's
Angels" star $1,050,000
in damages against
Jaacov Jaacovi and his
company, Superfilm
Ltd., according to her

lawyer, James Selna.
Miss Ladd had—rued
over advertising for the
1979 film, "Taxi Girls,"
claiming unlawful use of
her name and likeness.
Selna said the actress'
wanted to establish that
artists have a right to

744

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tS
Keep your feet on the
ground in romance. A child
may be somewhat confused.
Partners are of great
assistance to you.
GEMINI
9
(May 21 to June 20) ni1
A co-worker is your best bet
for good times socially. You
could misinterpret another's
actions. Signals are likely to
be crossed.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221 GO
Some rumors you hear now
have no basis in fact A family
member seems moody. Still,
home entertaining is favored

private meeting goes well.
Stay clear of dubious financial
involvements.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V4.The personal touch is not.
favored in career matters.:

Daydreaming needs to be curtailed. Work from behind the
scenes now.

AQUARIUS
control use of their
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A friend's vagueness may
liknesses.
bother you. Meetings with
Jaacovi said he may
business advisers are favored.
appeal and insisted that
Be considerate with sensitive
Miss Ladd won her suit
types.
because of her celebrity
PISCES
status.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Miss Ladd,31, said,"I
Check business propcsitiore3
with financial advisers. A
think the jury sent a
partner may have holiday
very strong message
blues, Make no major moves
about anyone attemp- now.
now.
LEO
ting to do that sort of
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 72) 44g
thing."
A conversation with a practical and imaginative,
Her suit alleged relative is enlightening. You though at times too sensitive.
Jaacovi used one of her need to curb spending now. You work best when
pubicity posters "as the Pay attention to details on the motivated by an ideal and are
charismatic. You can succeed
central motif" in an ad /ob.
in both government and big
campaign, Selna said. A VIRGO
business, though you're also
large-type line read "In- (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
exchange a gift to- highly artistic. Don't let mood
may
You
troducing Nancy Sutter, day. A relative seems tired swings get the best of you,for
the Chary) Ladd -look- from the holiday festivities. fits of temperamerd can
alike," he said.
Don't overspend in the pursuit terfere with accomplishment.
Some of the fields in which
Superior Court Judge el pleasure.
you'll find happiness are
Howard J. Thelin said LIBRA
poetry, fiction, art, real estate
the ad misled the public (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
banking. Birth date of :
and
time
quiet
some
want
You'll
Jaacovi
and that
about a Henry Miller, writer; Steve
tact
need
You'll
now.
"desired to exploit"
gift that is not of your taste. Allen, TV personality; and
Miss Ladd.
Mao Tse-tung, gov't leader.
Don't hurt anyone's feelings.
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Bel Air Center

Murray

The Area's Newest Children's Shop
(Former Location of The Stepladder)
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SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING
CENTER

OFF
Entire Stock
Fall and Winter Merchandise

70% Off

We will be closed Monday, December
26th, but will reopen with unbeatable sayings Tuesday!!! Come see us!!!
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Special Group Dresses

Complete clothing for
infants and toddlers to teens.
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'Fibber McGee and Molly' Show comedians honored
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The comedians who
starred in the "Fibber
McGee and Molly
Show," which became a
classic during nearly
two decades on NBC
radio, now have a star
on Hollywood's Walk of
Fame.
Jim Jordan accepted
the award Wednesday in
memory of his late wife
and co-star, Marian,

who died in 1981

forerunner of TV sitAbout 200 fans joined coms, said Monique
in the presentation at Moss, Hollywood
Sunset Boulevard and Chamber of Commerce
Vine Street — once the
location of studios
where the show
originated.

"Look Who's
spokeswoman.
The Jordans made Laughing," "Here We
four feature films: Go Again," and
"This Way Please," "Heavenly Days."

The program, which
ran from 1935 to 1952,
was a top show during
the "Golden Days" of
broadcast and a

.4...

Mayor plays Santa Claus
ATLANTA (AP) —
The whiskers and flowing white hair looked
authentic enough, but
the bulging stomach
didn't fit the face behind
the white cotton, a face
that suspiciously
resembled Mayor Andrew Young.
"I feed him well," explained Mrs. Santa
Claus, who doubles as
Young's wife, Jean.
"It's a pillow, really."
The former United

MUSIC SPEAKER — Paul Shahan was guest speaker at a recent meeting of the
Musk Department of the Murray Woman's Club. His talk was entitled "The Composer — Creative Artist or Copycat?" Shahan, a musk professor at Murray State
University, discussed the use of contemporary sounds, folk musk and established
musical cliches in the composition of programmatic music. He played recorded excerpts from his organ, band and orchestral works and from his opera,"The Stubblefield Story." Refreshments were served by the hostesses who were Joanna
Cavitt, Evelyn Chilcutt, Neva Grey Allbritton, Bobbie Weatherly, Karen Bolls, Barbara Simons and Fransuelle Cole.

Genetics Experts
attend conference
at New Delhi, India
NEW DELHI, India Research Institute, told
(AP) — A 10-day con- nearly 2,500 delegates
ference of genetics ex- from 58 countries that
perts has ended with a advances made by the
prediction that ad- congress "make us feel
vances in genetic that we can create new
research, if "applied in- forms of life and make
telligently," will end micro-organisms our
world hunger.
slaves."
The International
American nobel prize
Congress of Genetics
winner David
concluded Dec. 21 with a
Baltimore, the outgoing
call for greater internapresident of the International cooperation in the
tional Genetics Federafield of genetic
tion, also noted, "As we
engineering.
develop the ability to
If the new tools of
define genes, we would
genetics are applied ingain the ability to cure
telligently at this stage,
inherited diseases."
we should see a world
without hunger," said
Also at the conference
the conference's presi- was D.K. Belayev of the
dent,M.S. Soviet Union, who
Swaminathan of India. earlier was elected the
Swaminathan, direc- new president of the
tor of Manila's Rice IGF.

The FCC also voted
4-1 to loosen its 1974 requirement that TV
broadasters make a
"meaningful effort" to
air weekday programs
geared to children of
specific age groups.
The changes will also
allow broadcasters to
provide children's pro-

grams according to the
"market situation" of
their locality. A broadcaster whose station is
located in an area served by cable TV, public
broadcasting and independent stations
would not have to air as
many children's shows
as a station that is the
only TV outlet in a
community.

Memphis zoo director
looking for female gorilla
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(AP) — Zoo Director
Charles Wilson says he
may have to spend as
much as $150,000 for a
young, and nubile,
female gorilla suitable
for breeding
Four years ago, the
zoo paid $45,000 for
Carlos, a male gorilla,
but Wilson said females
cost a lot more than
males
The zoo has one
female gorilla, Tammy,
but at 22 years old, she
won't have much to do
with Carlos or Rocky, a
male gorilla on loan
from the Phoenix zoo

The zoo has been successful with breeding,
however, by mating
Carlos with Beta, a
female borrowed from
the Brookfield Zoo in
Chicago.
Beta had two babies in
Memphis, Kwashi and
Kuja, both males.
She has been returned
to Chicago, however,
and as part of the deal,
has taken Kuja with her.
Wilson said government officials in
Cameroon, West Africa,
have decided to abandon efforts to

IOW

9:00-5:00

OPEN MONDAY
the day after Crinstmas

9:00

RR

5:00

Tuesday-Thursday

9:30-5:00

After Christmas Sale
Even Santa may come back to get in on these sensational
Winter Fashion Savings. What a store full of values!

WINTER COATS
You will find your new winter coat at sensational savings in this
Entire Winter Stock Sale Dress lengths. Jackets, Quilts, Furs, Everything
Reg. 70 00 to 420 00 Values

600To 27900
Entire Winter Stock

Winter & Fall

DRESSES

Children's...
Continued from page 4

Open Monday

Ittit

Nations ambassador
played Santa for 3,000
low-income children in a
Christmas party
Wednesday put on by
the city and the
Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
Toddlers squealed
and grabbed for his
hands as the mayor, 51,
told them to "dance
with the music."
The youngsters came
from Atlanta's housing
projects,

Continued on page 6
•

Our
Winter
Sale
Is Now
In Progress!„

What a selection of new winter dresses
and they are at marked down at least
one third ofl This is an ideal way to
use the money you got for Christmas
Regular 38 00 to 140 00 Values

3 & MORE
/
SAVE1

1/4

Selected Girdles &

Entire Winter Stock

BRAS

SUITS

Make sure to see these Foundations
Savings before its too late With
sensational values on top brand names
these bras won t last too long
Regular 11 50 to 25 00 Values

2OwT°0

U OFF

1/3
To
OFF

Sweaters have become the number one
winter fashion item Everything from
casual Shetlands for fun to sparklie
Silk & angora sweaters for evenings
Regular 18 00 to 45 00 Values

1/3

1/3 1/2

1/3 1/2

TO

OFF

Be proud 0! your closet tiii it with
beautiful blouses from Bright s and
now is the time with bountiful sayings
on the styles that you really like
egular 18 00 to 48 00 Values

.„

TO1
/
2

OFF

Fashion Ties &

Junior & Missy

HATS

SCARVES

PANTS

SKIRTS

Stretch your wardrobe with stylish
accessories such as smart ties and
colorful scarves Being fashion
smart doesn t have to Cost you more
Regular 5 00 to 1600 values

Paws na,..e Dec:ore U essen:.a, part
of every lady s wardrobe and this
sale is your chance to update your
sportswear look at super savings
Regular 24 00 to 37 00 Values

There :-Drnetr-,ng especialli, feminine
SW noot a skirt and there
about
specla about the skirts
Is some,at Brigs' •-e, are reduced to swinc,
Pec
'n 7o 37 00 Values

Have you noticed how many ladies are
wearing hats again? Hats are big news
and Bright's is ready to get you in
fashion with 25% savings on Winter Hats
Regular 22 00 to 35 00 Values

1/4 OFF

GLOVES
When it s cola outside and the car s
steering wheel is even colder slip on
a pair of these gloves and keep your
hands warm and beautiful all winter
Regular 6 00 to 20 00 Values

".

4 OFF
/
1

30%

OFF

Winter Fashion
All your prettiest fashions can I be
their best without the finishing
details such as the lust right pin
or necklace or earrings or bracelet
Regular 3 00 to 55 00 Values

1/4)/2

Entire Winter Stock

1/3

OFF

Warm
We have a of of cold winter weather
ahead of us and a warm new gown or
Pasamas will make your evenings much
more comfortable Get em now and save
Regular 8 0010 48 00 Values

,§
444.

1/4
OFF

OFF

Junior & Missy
0 What is made to go together bc
)s
great with all your sportswear'
A COORDINATES Of course and
Bright s has them at great savings
Rer71.,.ar
90 00 Values

1/3

HANDBAGS SLEEPWEAR
If there is anything that you IUSt
have to have it has to be your
handbag Bright s unoerstands that
and has all our winter bags reduced
Regular 9 0010 76 00 Values

1/3 To1/2

Junior & Missy

1/3 01/2

OFF

Junior & Missy

JEWELRY COORDINATES ACTIVEWEAR

The Mademoiselle Shop, Inc.
111 South Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Junior & Missy

SWEATERS BLOUSES

Some occasions lust call for a suit
particularly when it gets cold anda
}acket feels good and warm Now is a
great time to save on a warm new suit
Regular 72 0010 220 00 Values

TO

Junior & Missy

Winter Fashion

Winter Knit

ALL
Winter
Merchandise
50% to 75% off
Beginning December 27th

LadieS all oves,tbe woon wait for
this Winter Shoe Sale With the huge
selection of styles from nationally
respected brand names you can I miss
Regular 32 00 to 6800 Values

1
/
3 OFF
TO

1/2

TO

OFF

Even it your most strenuous exerciSe
is watching your husband watch foot
ball on TV you wit enioy the comfort
and style of this name brand actvevvear
Regular 24 00 49 00 VAIOeS

1/0

11/Q
V TO

L. OFF

Entire Winter Stock

Famous Name

ROBES

LINGERIE

We hope that you got one of Our robes
for Christmas but if you dicln t now
is the time to take care of that for
yOUrSef Save on your new robe now
Regular 22 00 to 75 00 Values

The tradition of tine 1,000,e at
Bright s has Mad(' tiS the ladies
choice ano with saktis like this
ever,;ocie e,i,, 'npc5 that luxury
Reg‘itki 4 50 to 2600 Values

20OFF

1/4 01/3

OFF

•••• •••111$
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Ford and Gream wedding planned
•

•

-•

Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Ford of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their youngest
daughter, Donna M. to
John Tracy Gream, son
of Mrs. Charlott
Williford of Wayne City,
Ill., and Curtis Gream of
Dexter.
Miss Ford was a student at Marshall County
High School and completed her schooling in
1883 at Calloway County
High School. She was an
active member of the
Chamber Singers and
Columbia Blues.
Mr. Gream graduated
from Quincy High
School in 1982. He was a
football player. He now
is a member of the National Guard where he
serves as an M.P.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Jan. 6, 1984, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Trinity Christian
Center, North 18th
Street and Calloway
Avenue, Murray. The
Rev. Marilyn Williams
will officiate.
A reception will follow
at the Community Room
of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank. Mrs.
Evelyn Edwards will be
director for the
reception.
All friends and
relatives of the bridal
couple are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Plans have been completed for the marriage
of Miss Sheri Emmert,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger J. Emmert
of Murray, to Russell
Murphy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Murphy of
Sikeston, Mo.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Friday.
Dec. 30, at 3 p.m. at the
First Christian Church,
Murray. John Dale will
officiate at the double
ring ceremony.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 776 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Tuesday, Dec. 27, at 6 p.m. at
the lodge hall. The purpose of the meeting will be
to elect officers for the coming year. Stanley
Scott, master of the lodge, urges all members of
Temple Hill Lodge to attend.

Open meeting planned
Farmington Lodge No. 382 Free and Accepted
Masons will have an open installation of officers
on Tuesday, Dec. 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. All eligible pins will be presented at that
time. The public is invited to attend.

Lodge will meet
Landrum Lodge No. 448 Free and Accepted
Masons will hold tie annual election of officers on
Tuesday, Dec. 27, at 7:30 p.m. David E. Jackson,
master, urges all members to attend. Visiting
masons are welcome, he added.

Erin Susan Hill born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Hill, Rt. 1, Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Erin Susan, born Wednesday, Dec. 14, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Hill and Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Lamb, all of
Mayfield.

to marry John Tracy Gream

Artcraft Photography

Cynthia R. Doyle born
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Russell Doyle, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter,
Cynthia Rheann, weighing six pounds four
ounces, born Wednesday. Dec. 21, at Henry
County General Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Paytre Ruth Cox.

2 CRISPY TACOS

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

Music will be
presented by Tammy
Plschatelle, Karon
Jagoe and Jackie
Shroat
Miss Emmert has
chosen her sister, Miss
Shelia Emmert of
Houston, Texas, to be
her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be
Karon Jagoe,
Owensboro, Lee
Guariglia, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Angie
Hearne, Radcliff, and

Lodge meets Tuesday

EVERY
YIS
TACO TUESDAY
1,
For99C
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Lori Swann and Ginger
Swann, Tallahassee,
Fla.
Miss Tara Stovall,
Lafayette, Ind., cousin
of the bride-elect, wit be
the flower girl.
Mr. Murphy has
chosen Mark Shell of
Huntsville, Ala., as his
best man.
Groomsmen will be
Darrell Murphy, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Paul

•I ••••

PAC

The Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society's Contest
1984 now is under way. There will be four area
contests during March and April and the state
contest and show will be at the Kentucky Horse
Park May 25 to June 5. Ribbons will be awarded
for first, second, third and honorable mention in
each category. Best of Show ribbons will also be
awarded.
The contest is open to all Kentucky residents
and there is a $5 per quilt entry fee. Deadline for
entry is Jan. 31. For information and an entry
form, send a self-adresseld stamped envelope to
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, Box 23392, Lexington, Ky. 40503, or call 1-606-863-0939.

Murphy, Minot, ND.,
and Brent Keefer.
Sikeston, Mo
The ushers will be
Kevin Nowell and Mark
Albertson, both of
Sikeston, Mo.

Patients released
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday. Dec. 21, was 76
adults and four in
nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Lemuel L. Thompson,
Rt. 7, Mayfield; Mrs.
Lori R. Wadsworth, Rt.
4, Benton; Miss Kathy
A. Copeland, 425 Birch
Cove Apt. 5, Mayfield;
Eugene Youngblood,
Box 1191, Murray; Mrs.
Lois D. Merrell and
baby boy, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Deborah L. Darting, 406 North Fifth St.;
Mrs. Patricia L. Oliver,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
David B. Patterson, Rt.
2, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ramona K. Newberry,
Rt. 3; Mrs. Linda F.
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Canup, Rt. 3; Loyd S.
Perkins, Rt. 3,
Mayfield;
Steven H. Harvey, 209
South 13th St.; Mrs.
Judith M. Rose, 1523
Canterberry Dr.; Mrs.
Loucia Mavrokordatos,
1304 Valley Wood Dr.f
Miss Jody L. Lamberit
Rt. 7; Rolan M. Conole31,
Rt. 4;
Joseph B. Wells, Rt.
5; Jose M. Abundis, 204
East 14th St., Benton;
Paul Brewer, Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs. Sula M.
Cathey, 603 Sycamore
St.; Henry D. Brown,
Rt. 1, Dexter;
Elbert 0. Alexander,
Rt. 6; Mrs. Juanita M.
Lax, 605 South Sixth St.;
Mrs. Jane M. Grimes,
1525 Beckett Dr.; Ora L.
Lyons (expired) 415
North Fifth St.; Avery
A. Pamplin (expired).
New Concord.
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Memphis...
Continued from page 5 just reached their sexual maturity," Wilson
said.
The park commission
has given him permission to begin negotia-These females are tions for a new gorilla,.
prime breeding stock, with the cost not to exand at the age of 6, have ceed 8150,000.

rehabilitate the area's
population of lowland
gorillas and will be selling young female
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out whet the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
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FOR TUESDAY. DECEMBER 27, 1963
ment. Sports, exercise or hobbies are on your agenda,11111proved concentration leads to
progress.
CANCER
(June21 toJuly 22) ISO
ARIES
Partners reach agreement
(Mar. 21 to Apr.19)
a child's interests. You
Go after what you want about
may add office space to the
romantically, but don't come
Watch domestic fricon too strong. Long-term home.
tion later.
career plans begun now will
LEO
succeed. Apply yourself.
(July 23to Aug. 22) atg
TAURUS
A bossy tone will injure ef1 14i, fectiveness. Still, a direct apThe Student American-Kentucky Phar( Apr. 20 to May 20) :
Originality and daring com- proach with others clarifies
maceutical Association of the University of Kenbine to put you a step ahead of your position. Creativity is
tucky College of Pharmacy, Lexington, has anthe competition. You'll enhanced.
nounced the election of Luana Colson as recorreceive helpful advice about a VIRGO
of
graduate
a
ding secretary. Miss Colson is
relationship.
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Calloway County High School and Murray State
GEMINI
Money can come in and go
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
University. She is the
(May21 toJune 20)
out now. Watch impulse buyEnjoy a novel entertain- ing. Your powers of percepWillis Odell Colson, Rt. 2, Murray.
tion help you intellectually.
Others respect your views.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Real estate negotiations are
favored. You may buy new
possessions for the home.
Don't force your will on others
after dark.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Save time for reading, studying or writing letters. You
INV
treasure your privacy today
and will accomplish much
from behind the scenes.
.t./040111
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
To express our appreciation for your support
You'll speak out at group
we'll offering extra special savings all day
functions, but be tactful in espressing views. Keep track of
Tuesday!
spending. Attend to bookkeepBe here when the doors open at 10 a.m. and
ing.
CAPRICORN
stay ti!..? Don't miss it. Tuesday Only!
(Dec.22toJan.19)
You'll find the right words to
help a friend. After some lastminute research, you'll make
your move careerwise. Aim
Dixieland Center Murray
for the top!
753-0317
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Private business chats are
productive. An unexpected invitation comes from afar.
Watch arguments over
ideological matters.
PISCES
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) MQ
You're offered a unique
business proposition. Don't
Murray
abuse credit. Begin savings
Bel Air Center
programs. A problem at a
distance is resolved.
YOU BORN TODAY have
administrative abilities, but
are more inclined to an artistic or scientific career.
Law, medicine, teaching and
brokerage are some of the
fields in which you'll find happiness. Naturally interested in
'public affairs, you may be
drawn to politics. You helve
the ability to bounce back
from setbacks, but need to
cultivate a sense of humor for
your greatest success. You
have strong convictions, but
need a more flexible ipproech. Gifted in writing and'
speaking, you may have a 1,
flair for action. Birth date of:4
Louis Pasteur, scientist;
Marlene Dietrich, Eutaw
and William H. Masters..
researcher.

MI
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Mrs. Leah Evans will
direct the wedding.
All friends and
relatives of the bridal.
couple are invited to attend the ceremony.
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Quilt contest planned
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Emmert-Murphy wedding plans completed
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Hill-Smith wedding planned Friday

•

Mr. and Mrs Joe H
Hill of Aurora announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Sheila
Louise, to Ronald Dale
Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Houston Smith of
Benton.
Miss Hill is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Solon Inman
and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Dorsey H111.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Marshall
County High School and
now is attending Murray State University.
She also is employed by
the Brass Lantern of
Aurora.
Mr. Smith is the
grandson of Mrs. Hallie
Mamier, the late T.F.
McPherson and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Verlie D.
Smith.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Marshall
County High School and
now is self-employed.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Dec. 30, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
A reception will follow
at Kenlake State Park.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Sheila Louise Hill
to marry Ronald Dale Smith

Community events
Saturday, Dec. 24
Saturday, Dec. 24
Open house will be
Christmas Eve Comfrom 1 to 6 p.m. at the munion service will be
parsonage of Sinking from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at
Spring Baptist Church.
First United Methodist
Candle Light Commu- Church. The ritual will
nion Service will be at 8 be read at 5:30 but perp.m. in sanctuary of sons may come and go
First Christian Church. anytime.
————
Chrkstmas Eve ComSunday,
Dec. 25
munion service will be
Murray Moose Lodge
at 4 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United will be closed.
—— —
Methodialaarch.
Calloway Public
,Mtatiray,.Meose Lodge
LftrrttlY1Offilled teday.
will be open regular
hours.
Mr. and Mrs. RayCalloway Public
mond Story will be
Library is closed today.
honored at a reception
Alcoholics in celebration of their
Anonymous and Alanon 50th wedding anniverwill meet at 8 p.m. in
sary from 2 to 5 p.m. in
west side of Livestock
Fellowship Hall of South
and Exposition Center.
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Chaurch.
Christmas Eve service will be at 11 p.m. at
Closed meeting of
St. John's Episcopal
Alcoholics Anonymous
Church.
will be at 4 p.m. in west
First Presbyterian side of Livestock and
Church will have Exposition Center.
Christmas Eve services
Monday, Dec. 26
at 6:30 p.m.
The Murray Ledger 8z
Times will not publish
today and the office will
be closed.
••••••/••••••

Nutrition
menus given

Monday, Dec. 26
Murray High School
Class of 1974 will have a
party at Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity Lodge,
Stadium View Drive, at
7 p.m. For information
call Gingy Ryan,
753-1727, or Sheila Ward,
753-0718.
•••••IMMI/11.1=
.
1

Tuesday, Dec. 27
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's club House.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in west side of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Tuesday, Dec. 27
an open installation of
officers at 7:30 p.m. at
at lodge hall.
————
Landrum Lodge No.
448 Free and Accepted
Masons at Wingo will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
————
Legion of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.
--Wednesday, Dec. 28
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activitis by senior
citizens.
————
Westside Baptist
Church will have
fellowship meal at 6
p.m., Teacher Training
at 6:30 p.m. and Prayer
Service and Mission
Organizations at 7 p.m.
———
Extension Workers of
First Baptist Church
will meet at 2 p.m.
————
Commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Road
Department.
————
Social Security
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.

Parents Anonymous
Temple Hill Lodge
Menus for the Nutri- will meet at 6:30 p.m. No. 276 Free and Acticm Program for the For information call cepted Masons will
Elderly and Meals on 762-2504 days, 753-6089, meet at 6 p.m. at lodge
Wheels for the week of 753-4126 or 753-8987, hall.
Dec. 26 to 30 have been evenings.
————
released by Tripp Thur————
Farmington Lodge
man, director of
Calloway Public No. 382 Free and AcMurray-Calloway Coun- Library is closed today. cepted Masons will have
ty Senior Citizens.
Meals are served
Monday through Friday
at, Hazel and Douglas
753Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at
7688
Ellis Center. Meals also
are sent to homes each
DISCOUNT
week day.
PHARMACY
Menus are as follows:
Monday — baked
Hwy.641
pork, purple hull peas,
steamed cabbage, corJanuary 1, 1984 Is The Best Time To Start New
nbread, butter, peach
Prescription Records At Uncle Jeff's Discount
cpbbler, peach halves,
milk, coffee or tea.
Phannacyl
:Tuesday — sloppy
*W. Keep Complete Records
joes, lima beans,
waldrof salad, bun, but*We Savo You Money •Low, Low Prices
ter, orange. milk, coffee
*Convenient Parking (Corn. In And Compare)
or tea.
Wednesday — fried
•Ono Stop Shopping •Friendliost Service
dhicken, cheesy mashed
lietatoes, green peas,
licit roll, butter, banana
pudding, banana, milk,
coffee or tea.
en de. me 41, =
• Thursday — lasagna,
green beans, whole
kernel corn, garlic roll,
HOLIDAY FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL Espies Dec 31
bitter, apple cobbler,
Quality Processing
raisins, milk, coffee or
DIscrleasong 35mon
12 Exp
users choose
110126 & Dist Rolls 12 E xP $1.9
tda.
24 Exp $4.39
MARK
35
._Friday — roast beef,
34 E40 $6.19
..,i,
'2: FE:: i
rem row rues.
$3
2..4
sweet potatoes, Chinese
99
9
4 ,444•44
#4,444 Av.. pod
C 41
.44
vegetables, hot roll, butter, stewed prunes,
Milk, coffee or tea.

:111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Dr. Wells' birthday was on Dec. 25
By L.J. HORTIN
The first Christmas
took place nearly 2,000
years ago in the Middle
East where today there
is no peace or good will
among men.
Christmas today has
additional "birthday"
significance for Murray
and Calloway County on
Christmas Day,
December 25, 1875,
Rainey Thornton Wells,
founder of Murray State
University, was born in
the New Hope Community, the son of
James Knox Polk Wells
and Frances A. Thornton Wells. He died June
15, 1958.
The beautiful
Southern Colonial home,
which Dr. and Mrs.
Wells built in 1917 and
named "Edgewood,"
may properly be called
the "Birthplace" of
Murray State University. It has been the home
of all of Murray State's
presidents except Dr.
John W. Carr, who lived
in his own home a few
yards away on North
Sixteenth Street. The
name "Edgewood" was
changed to "Oakhurst"
in 1936 when it was acquired by the university
during the presidency of
Dr. James H.
Richmond.
In "Edgewood" Dr.
Wells dreamed dreams
of building a state "normal school" nearby that
has become a great
state university. He
served as president 1926
to 1933.
Dr. Wells spearheaded the drive to
raise 8117.000 for the

construction of the Old
Administration Building
that made possible the
selection of Murray as
the site of the Murray
State Normal School in
September 1, 1922. It
opened its doors
September 24, 1923.
As legislator and tax
commissioner, Wells
was able to get state
funds for establishing
and financing the new
institution, as well as
support for all of the
state schools.
December had
another special place in
Dr. Wells' life — for on
Dec. 31, 1896, he married Miss Termie Daniel.
Their three children, all
living, are: Mrs. Joe T.
Lovett, Mrs. Geneve
Wells Banks, and Mr.
Stum Wells.
Mrs. Laurine Wells
Lovett was a member of
the first Board of
Regents of Murray
State University. Mrs.
Geneve Wells Banks
was a member of the
faculty and head of
music at Murray State.
Attorney Stum Wells, a
graduate of Murray
State, was associated
with his father, Dr.
Wells, in the Woodmen
of the World at Onaha,
Nebr. Dr. Wells was
general attorney,
1912-1946, and member
of the executive council
of the Woodmen of the
World, 1932-1946.
As president of Murray State, Dr. Wells
directed the planning,
construction and financing of four buldings on
the campus: Training
school, Lovett

DR. AND MRS. WELLS — This photograph was
made in front of the Old Administration Building, probably in December 1932, shortly before Dr. and Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells left to go to Omaha, Nebr., where
they remained for 13 years.

414twood."

Resilience of Ratesey t.
Murray, Ky.

EDGE WOOD — This photograph of the "Birthplace
of Murray State" was given to this writer by Mrs.
Laurine Wells Lovett when the home was called
"Edgewood." The name was changed to "Oakhurst"
after 1936 when it was acquired by the College while
occupied by Dr. and Mrs. James H. Richmond. Mrs.
Lovett wrote on he card: "This home served many
needs in 1922 and gave joy."
It has been home for six of Murray's presidents: Dr.
Wells, Dr. Richmond, Dr. Woods, Dr. Sparks, Dr.
Curtis, and currently Dr. Kala Stroup.
Auditorium, Ordway wrote: "May I advise
Hall, and the Library you that I am now
(Pogue Library). retired as General
Before he became presi- Atorney of this Society
dent, he also played an .... I now want to read
important part in the classics, love and
building the old Ad- appreciate my friends
ministration Building, and pass the remaining
Wilson Hall, and Wells years of my life in devoHall.
tion to the activities of
It was Dr. Wells who those in the service."
named the varsity
Dr. Rainey Thorton
teamsas Wells was a school
"Thoroughbreds" and teacher, state legislator
authorized the use of the and tax commissioner,
head of Man o' War as Sunday School teacher,
the emblem on their lawyer, city attorney,
uniforms.
college president. His
"Letthe degrees inclugied
Thoroughbreds go", bachelor and master's
President Wells would degrees from Southern
say to Coach Carlisle Normal University and
Cutchin in a pre-game the Doctor of Laws from
chapel session. He loved the University of Kenmusic and stressed it on tucky, where he was a
every available occa- member of the board of
sion. He led cheers at trustees.
ball games, he delivered
His "favorites" were:
sermons in chapel he Hymn, "Battle Hymn of
praised his "cultured, the Republic ;" Song,
fine faculty" and in- "Drink to Me Only with
sisted that they attend Thine Eyes ;" Food,
all college sponsored "country sausage,
events, including gravy and hot biscuits";
chapel.
Biblical passage
When he resigned at "Twenty-Third Psalm."
the end of 1932, to
Dr. Wells said he
become general at- didn't plan to "Spend"
torney for the Woodmen Christmas, but to
of the World, it almost "keep" Christmas in all
broke his heart. After 13 its loveliness "in my
years in Omaha, he heart."

Don't Miss
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Big After Chirstmas Sale
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Dress Shirts
Flannel Shirts
Levi Jeans
'7.50
Diamond Earrings- . . 7.5O
Children's Clothes. . 1/2 off
already discounted prices
For One Week Only Tuesday 27 Saturday 31
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20 to 50% off
ALL FURNITURE
Closed Monday Dec. 26th.
Sale Starts Tuesday 9 a.m.
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Pier I says, "It's time to be good to yourself!"
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OBITUARIES
Sholar rites scheduled
Funeral services for
He is survived by his
Landis Sholar, 78, Rt.1, wife, Mrs. Isa Lee
Hardin, were scheduled Sholar, one daughter,
to have begun at 1 p.m. Mrs. Kay Leidholdt,
today at Filbeck-Cann Holmestead, Mich.,
three brothers, Kenneth
Funeral Home Benton.
Graveside services Sholar, Benton, Elmer
Sholar, Murray and
will follow at 1 p.m
Tuesday at Cadillac James Sholar, Taylor,
Memorial Gardens West Mich., one stepdaughter, Mrs. Billy
in Westland, Mich.
Mr. Sholar died at Miller, Hardin, three
10:12 p.m. Thursday in step-sons, Miles Sholar,
Lourdes Hospital,'Dexter. Hoover Sholar,
Paducah. He was Hardin, and Horace
retired from the Ford Sholar, Hardin, two
Motor Company and grandchildren, five
was a member of the step-grandchildren and
Gospel Center Holiness four great -step grandchildren.
Church.

HOPKI1SVILLE, Ky.
(hP) — Hopkinsville
Uncovered
firefighter
the body of an elderly
woman in the attic of
her home and a
preliminvy autopsy indicats she was
murdered, Christian
County torober Alan W
Beard said.
Beard identified the
wonuin as Rena Hb.rris,
whose age was not
known
Firefighters rfesponrding V3 a fire at the
woman' ho e in
Hop insville
downto
Friday
about io:30 a..
found the bodj under a
stack of clothes, he said.
bFoken ribs, a
She h

Cargo jet crashes
into commuter plane

possible head
and injuries oft,
that in die) t
strangulation'
su&
focation, he sai', dchni
that she had bee de
only a short time.
Authorities
problem identi
woman, but their',
questions abOOt heir
legal name, he said. She
had been knieWn
neighbors for the past
years as Harris, h
maiden name.
'We're,not sure lf
was married. We haAr
some reason to bell
(Harris) may not
been her legal name,
Beard said, declining
elaborate.

ti

.7•1

20 YEARS IN SCOUTING — O.B. Boone (second
Eagle badge under Boone's leadership. Also at the
and spewed smoke 2,000
was
77,
honored
Troop
for
from
scoutmaster
were (from left) Barry Wells, organizer of
left),
gathering
air.
the
feet into
Friday night by former and current Eagle scouts
the event and a 1972 Eagle Scout; Max Hurt,
Despite damage that
recognizing his 20 years in scouting. As of January
representing the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council; and
left both planes virtual1984, 41 scouts in Troop 77 will have achieved the
Tom Carruthers, assistant scoutmaster of Troop 77.
ly destroyed, the jet's
cockpit and the commuter plane's fuselage
somehow remained inPALM BEACti, Fla. north when he was
tact, allowing those on
(AP) — A jogger train- rested Thursday, ac
board to survive. The
seven people injured By BILL BERGSTROM tuckians who were out with an overall motels, hospitals, ing for the Olympic ding to Palm Beaeb
were aboard the twin- Associated Press Writer of work. It's ending with unemployment rate of education and social trials was forced to cool police Capt. Bri4
his heels in this ritzy Roche.
The crash Friday left engine commuter plane,
1983 started with little hiring on the rise and more than 12 percent in services, he said.
Employment in those city's police station
a trail of burning debris officials said.
promise for Ken- some signs of new hope January and February.
Jones, who said h
among people who had In the mining industry, jobs through October, after authorities said he
for the Olym
training
given up looking for unemployment was 30.2 the last month for which was runnitig the wrong
trials, was the 'first pa
year
detailed
new
the
had
Blackwell
as
—
percent
way
north.
jobs.
figures, averaged
A little-known or- son charged wit
But a Kentucky labor began.
the ordinan
overall
from
up
215,000
220,800,
The
dinance,
passed in 1958 violating
a
analyst said that in
recent
in
years, Roam)
state where the labor unemployment picture in 1982. The jobless rate and revised two years
said. "We've stepped up
the
in
special
in
throughout
services
improved
prohibits
people
ago,
more
force declined by
enforcement (of t)l
than 100,000 in a year's the year, slipping to the first 10 months of 1983 from running along the
law) to help alieviate
in
trade
range
the
on
percent
averaged
that
few
run
streets
11
time, economic
some of the traffic prst
recovery will take time. March and April and to category, which in- north and south in this
blems on the , bug/
the
fast
food
percent
cludes
11
than
town.
narrow
beachside
less
to
slow
is
Kentucky
roads,"
he said.
reflect the national rest of the year, establishments, stores The law is intended to
But
said.
restaurants,
reachand
from
Blackwell
But
prevent
joggers
Jones'
rebound
attornex,
economic
largely because of one mining remains a dif- ed a high for 1983 of slowing the flow of Steven Gomberg,'' said
263,800 in October, traffic,
the ordinance is "leiindustry, said Ed ferent story.
The largest gains Blackwell said, with the
Donald Jones, 29, a constitutional anv
Blackwell, a labor
market analyst in the were in the area of gains "mostly in fast West Palm Beach ridiculous," and said he
state Department for special services, which foods. They're popping physical education was prepared to fight it
.
teacher, was heading in court.
includes jobs in hotels, up all over the place."
Human Resources.
,•
"Our economy will go
according to the national economy. Our
percentages are
similar, except for the
coal industry," he said.
Eventually, "the coal
-iatstry will titella, up,
The accident occuripu" 11111641111g to t,„scene
(Croft Building)
s grck,..,the -basis sar iT- 71 By MICHAEL A.-Lt1TZ-,="' Bodies were thrown it
vict s
wiadjers
the
ftuii
feet.
80
7:45 p.m. about ID
to
at
re'rement for) Utilities, - Associated Press Writer
on the roadway in The
said Don miles northwest of
bus,
wrecked
steel and manufacturDEVERS, Texas
cold.
president of Houston during a cold,
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ANCHORAGE,
Alaska (AP) — A fuelheavy cargo jet's fiery
crash into a commuter
plane, which injured
seven people, occurred
as the jet tried to take
off in the wrong direction on the wrong runway in thick fog, investigators said.

Announong

Kathleen L. Graves, M.D.
In The Practice Of

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Reproductive Endocrinology
Tubal Reconstructive Surgery
Opening At Her New Location
on December 12th, 1983

1611 South Main St.

Church bus going to revival crashes
with tractor-trailer killing several

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Don't Miss
Settle-Workmans
Big After Chirstmas Sale
See Page Two For Details

We Serve Breakfasts,
Plate Lunches And
Delicious Catfish
Daily! Join Us!
Receive $5 BONUS'Imam for every
$14, NEW PURCHASE. NO LIMIT!
Get $5...$10. .$15.. .$20 .$25...and MORE!

Act NOW. .BONUS SOCKS End
December 31sto
a

Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-10
p.m .
Thurs.6 a.m.-Midnight
Fri., Sat.6 a.m.-2 a.m.
one HOUR
'Closed at 2 p.m. Christmas Eve
•Closed Christmas Day
*Open 24 Hours
New Year's Eve

DRY

cLeaneRs
Control Shopping Commie.
Open 7 AM to 4. PM
753-9525

Triangle Inn Restaurant
501 S. 12th Street, Murray
753-4111
CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

.11-Atn,AANloolOpi
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*al. Moo Solis to. Less

•Wol-Ielort 54/11, roe

Loss • wol.-aaan

Soils

Wei-Mart will be closed Mon. Dec. 26th, so o
associates may spend time with their famNies over
Christmas Holiday.
OPEN TUE. DEC. 27th 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

BAR II
tend*0 a0100

Ruffles 8 Ounce
Potato Chips

Quaker State Super Blend
Motor Oil

'Bacon and Sour Cream
'Sour Cream and Onion
'Bar-B-Que
'Regular
'Limit 3

Shop
early while
selection is

94

Best

'Available in both 10W30 and 20W40 grades
'Provides the uttimate in engine lubrication
•Limit 6 quarts

Each

Dove
Bar
Soap
urest Toothpaste

*4,75 Oz.
*Pink, white
•Limit 2

•8.2 Oz. 'Regular or Vint
'Reg. 1.78

Pert Shampoo

Bath Towels
*Asst. Styles
And Colors
'Reg. 2/'5

•32 Ounce
'Heavy duty detergent 'Limit 2

Bounce Fabric Softener
•40 ct •Reg 1 87

Love My Carpet
Rug & Room
Deodorizer
•200z.•Reg 1.84

Hand Guided
Bedsoread
Gramercy

Microwave
Oven Cart
With Doors

'No. 6720
'King Size Only
'Lilac Only
•Reg. 64.93

Lime Away
Bathroom
Cleaner

Lime A Way
Bathroom
Cleaner

'
Model 3745
'
Reg. 39.87

•16 oz 'Reg. 1 18

93°
Coffee-mate
Non-Dairy
Coffee
Creamer

Ladies
Wrangler
Jeans
•Junior Sizes
*Reg. 15.94

Brach's Chocolate
Covered Peanuts

'Reg. 1.74

•1 Gal 'Reg 97'

•12 oz •Reg 1 78

PHOTO COUPON----1i

50% 50% 50% 50%

12

Exposures

1.97I
2.54
3.27
4.38

15 Exposures
24 Exposures .
36 Exposures

i

Price inc1udes developing and printing one print of each
negative kodacolor Furcolor or Cal,torn
Coupon Must Accompany Purchase
Expires Dec 31 1983

off
Selected
Group of
Glassware
Quan. Limited

off
Selected
Group of
Woodenware
Quan. Limited

off
All
Christmas
Decorations

.....deelerderesee

VALUABLE COUPOIV9
COUPON

50° off
Any Paperback
Book in Stock

I

Thru Sat. 12-31-831
Quan. Limited

IVAL4aART'S ADVERTISED IIIE*04ANDISE ROLICY—rt es our nee!~ pop..,
However, 4 due to any unaxeseern reason an
aceeeelated *tun .e not ayallabee toe purchase, Wal Marl gull emus Ran Caeca
an her:N*4. to. the rnerchaexlmet to Si. purCheSed at the WO GetC• ww•nentn
Inadetee 0 anal sae you a sander ism It I cangefillble reCksCeOn in Once We
rilteene* the rapt to hart quantitate Lenainons yotcl
NW. Itreanc0

twey adverased den, n stock

WAI:MART

off
All
Christmas
Gift
Wrap

Prices Good Thru Sat. 12-31-83

Quan. Limited

Open Christmas Eve 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Christmas Day And Monday Dec. 26 —
Hwy. 641 N. Central Center

Ma teeC aer11

19413
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Kentucky Sheriffs' Association meets, convention site set
The newly-elected
board of directors for
the Kentucky Sheriffs'
Association met Saturday. Dec. 17, in
Lexington.
New President, Marshall County Sheriff
Brian Roy, announced
that Gary Wainscott,
elected to the board of
directors for 1984, was
selected to fill the place
to third vice president.
Wainscott is the current
sheriff of Scott County.

Sheriff Lones Taulbee of
Fayette County was
selected as a director
Both of these positions
became vacant when
Sheriff Tom Lincoln of
Shelby County suffered
a fatal heart attack
shortly after being
sworn in as president on
Dec. 3.
Also selected to serve
as chairman on the
legislative committee
was Woolford County
Sheriff Denny

Nunneley.
Other action taken by
the board of directors at
the meeting included
the site selection for the
1984 Kentucky Sheriff's
Association Convention,
Nov. 29-Dec. 2. President Roy stated he
would host the conference at the Executive
Inn in Paducah.
The upcoming Crime
Symposium sponsored
by the National Sheriffs'
Association to be held in

Washington D.C. on
Feb. 24, 1984 was
discussed. It was agreed
that as many Kentucky
sheriffs as possible be
encouraged to attend
this meeting on criminal
justice as sheriffs from
all over the United
States will be attending
as well as Kentucky's
U.S. Senators and
Representatives.
Ray Stoess, executive
director of the Association, stated a resolution

had been adopted concerning the portrayal of
the sh4riff being
depicted as an
uneducated, ignorant
and corrupt individual
by the entertainment
media (see below)
Stoess stated that the
resolution was passed
unanimously by the
board.
The Succession
Amendment which the
Kentucky Sheriffs
Association is working

to get on the ballot in
1984 was given priority
attention. Stoess stated
that the Kentucky
Sheriffs would be
meeting in Frankfort
beginning in January to
work on getting the
amendment passed.
RESOLUTION
Whereas, enforcement of the law is essential to the perpetuation
of a democratic form of
govenment and whereas
the democratic govern-

•Big capacity
1.2 cubic
feet room for turkeys,
large roasts, even entire
meals •Tap 'N Touch°
solid state controls •
Browning element •Autbmatic temperature probe/hold •Power
selector — provides ten cooking speeds, from Defrost
to Bake to Reheat •Six automatic memory levels - Defrost, Defrost •
Hold, Cook 1, Cook 2, Brown and Start Time • Deluxe digital readout
displays time of day when oven is not in use •Indicator bars — tell you
what function the oven is performing •Full posi-latch handle
•Removable molded glass cooking tray •Built-in trim kit, 82-5602,
optional *Microwave Meal Kit, 88-9201, optional *Exterior dimensions: 25%" W; 15%" H; 17%" D.

From Tom & Yvonne Key & their Staff
To One And All

MURRAY
OLYMPIC KAU • - PROM 753-0512
Ione MONDAY MAU SATURDAY?

The original family haircutters.

The fittin'est
pull-on
workboot
The Pecos 1155 is, by far,
our bestselling boot
For the heel-hugging fit of
yof life SIIP
On a pair of
Pecos
boots

Tappan has a
way to make
foods look as
good as they
taste. The builtin browning
element. It's the perfect finishing touch for
those special foods that cook too fast to
brown...everything from steaks to
lemon meringue pies turn golden brown.

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

206 E. Main

ment has delegated law
enforcement responsible to desigated agencies of government,
which agencies can effectly perform their
duties only with full support of the public and
whereas the Office of
Sheriff has responsibilities fpr law inforcement, with respect to a
majority of citizens of
most states and the
Sheriff as the only
publically elected law
enforcement official, is
most dependent on the
support of the residents
of his county, and
whereas, a limited
number of media programs have portrayed
the sheriff in a highly
unfavorable and untrue
manner such ari being
uneducated, inefficient,
or corrupt individual
and whereas despite
contentions of the producers of such programs that these
characterizations are
merely facial, fictional
drama, nevertheless,
they are accepted by
much of the public as

accurate portrayale of
the sheriff in the United
States.
Now therefore, be „it
resolved that the Kentucky Sheriff's Association condemn these uptrue and misleading
programs which ar unfair to the Office of the
Sheriff and a disservice
to the American public
And be it further resolved that a copy of this
resolution be transmitted to the president
chairman of the board
of directors of any corporation sponsoring any
such media program

Army should
investigate
new uniform
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The chairman of e.
House subcommittee on
defense spending says
the Army should not buy
any more new
camouflage uniforms
until determining what
would be the molt,
suitable clothing foxwarm climates.
Rep. Joseph P. Addabbo, D-N.Y., chairman of the House
defense appropriaticins
subcommittee, Thursday cited complaints
about the new uniforms,
from soldiers sent to
Grenada. Soldiers
reported the uniforms
yere too heavy and re-,
tattled heat.
So far, the Arrhy has
bought 6.4 million sets of
the new uniforms for
nearly $205 million. It
plans to purchase
another 7 million for a
total purchase price of
$432 million.

UK STUMP
REMOVAL

753_8194
lito"=4c`'‘arie4s

54
,
473:11
r27,
2
.N55,
7 7%-er;-4
:7
.
f:e

We can fellIOVP stumps up
'
to 74 bAoo tflp ground
435 4343 or 435 4i19

44-44:-Vk`
5415%,

f
,911ffil
. •ZM.7
..54ag
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For 6 Days Begining Monday December 26th We Will Begin

*ALL OCCASION AND
EVERYDAY CARDS
*STATIONARY
*GIFT WRAP
*CANDLES
*STUFFED ANIMALS
*BRASS
*INVITATIONS
*WOODWARE
*FIGURINES
*ALBUMS

*ALL HALLMARK
*PARTY GOODS
CHRISTMAS
*GLASSWARE
MERCHANDISE

This inventory liquidation sale with apply to all merchandise from our-+iPca44talland Gift dept. This sale
will last for 6 days only! Don't miss this opportunily to stock- up on all your social expression needs.

r'•1-
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Contempor ry religious thought
By THOMAS G.
SMALL,pastor, Good
Shepherd and
Martin's Chapel
Apostle Paul wrote in
his first letter to the
christians in Corinth
these words: "What do
yo have that you did not
receive?" He made
reference to their many
spiritual blessings that
they all received from
the Love and Grace of
God.
Especally, during this
Christmas season, we
too, have received and
have shared in the abundant life the spiritual
blessings of our everyday experiences.
The love of God corning down ti.t Christmas
Time and flooding our
human hearts with the
babe of Bethlehem is the
sweetest music to our
ears and souls. John
3:16 is the Gospel in
miniature form: "For
God so loved the world
that he gave His only
begotten son, that
whosoever believeth in
him should not perish,
but have everlasting
life."
There are many other
everyday blessings —
our homes, our families,
our churches, our
, friends, food on the
table, clothes to wear,
love in our hearts. There
is so much that God has
given us. This is a
season to be jolly and
joyful.
Now as the Christmas
season approaches us
we concentrate and
meditate on the lovely
and preciou gift of Jesus
Christ. The beautiful
love story of Mary and
Joseph, (so many times
he is left out), of the

angels, the shepherds,
and the stable and
manger. The amazing
story of the baby of
Bethlehem Is given to us
by God for our
salvation.
The Christmas story
brings us face to face
with the real truth about
our predicament — the
sacred and the profane.
We need saving and we
cannot save ourselves.
God has the one and only plan.
God's way of saving
us is through a "babe, a
tiny helpless boy". Then
"born to die that man
might live, came to
earth new life to give,
born of Mary, born so
low, many years ago",
says it so well.
Here in the manger of
Bethlehem is God's gift
to us and we must
receive this gift of
Jesus. "As many as
received Him to them
gave he the power to
become the sons of
God." To receive his gift
to say yes to His love,
thus we become the
children of God.
The words of the
Christmas song entitled,
"Love Came Down at
Christmas" by
Christina G. Rossetti
comes to my attention:
"Love came down at
Christmas,
Love all lovely, love
divine;
Love was born at
Christmas;
Star and angels gave
the sign.
Worship we the GodHead,
Love incarnate, love
divine
Worship we our Jesus,
But where-with for
sacred sign.

Christmas Story
I love the story of Christmas
Of Christ and his lowly birth
Of how God in His infinite mercy,
Sent Jesus, His Son, to the earth.
I stand in awe, and in wonder,
And search for words to proclaim,
Thjfieight and the depth of His mercy
e sweetness of His Holy name.
e the story of Christmas
fOrtil what if it never had been!
No Christ, no Savior, no Mercy,
Then Man would have died in his sin.
There is more than, "No room in the inn"
There is more than, the wise men's giving
Of their gifts and frankincence.
Why stop at the babe in the manger?
There is more to the story to tell!
Of His love, His kindness, and tenderness,
While here on the earth He did dwell.
On we go with the story,
Until we come to Calvary
And here is the tenderest love scene
Of Christ, dying for me.
On, the pain, the shame, the enduring!
As he bore my sins, as his own,
As he shed His life's blood so freely,
And through Him, my sins were atoned.
The story is not ended at Calvary,
Nor ended at the empty tomb.
He arose victorious o'er death and the grave,
And is coming again. Perhaps soon!
His coming again, announced with a shout,
As He decends in the air,
And all of His own, redeemed by His blood,
Will go to be with Him there.
Yes, I love the Christmas story,
As it is told in endless time.
Told of Christ, and all of His glory,
Told to make my joys sublime!
Bonnie Overcast

Love bhall be our
token:
Love be yours and
love be mine
Love to God and all
men,
Love for plea and gift
and sign."
Really, everything we
have received has come
from God's love and
mercy. So, as we have
received, so we are
moved to give.
I have often wondered
what the secret of the
Christmas spirit is.
Apostle Paul gives me
the answer, "What do
you have that you did
not receive?" Answer,
nothing.
This Christmas
season I have recognized people's generosity
as I have never seen it
before. Furthermore, I
have witnessed people's
willingness to give and
share Christmas with
others. Paul's words
ring the bells of
Christmas once again,
that the reason we give
is because we share the
gift of God's love.
Many people who
celebrate Christmas
celebrate the "spirit of
giving." People receive
a special joy from giving gifts to others. They
give joy to those who
receive their gift and
receive joy themselves,
by giving. Santa Claus,
parties, christmas
trees, food, and gifts are
much of what christmas
is all about to many
people.
This is fine as long as
we do not forget the real
meaning of
CHRISTmas. Christmas
without Christ has very
shallow meaning.
Christmas without
Christ leaves out the
beautiful story of God's

love to all mankind. God
loves us and that is why
he sent Jesus to be born
In a manger on
Christmas Day!
As a minister, in the
Murray and Calloway
area, I am in the position to see many acts of
kindness and love during this Christmas
season. People giving
and sharing their time,
money, talents, gifts,
and service.
Christmas brings out
the best in people in
churches, families,
schools, university,
civic organizations,
Need Line, Bureau of
Social Services,
businesses, Murray
Fire Department and
the list goes on and on.
And as we receive, so
we are moved to give.
To give of ourselves to
each other is to give of
our best to the Master,
to give to those in need
(like the folks who are
distributing food
baskets to the needy
families).
So let the theme of this
Christmas continue to
challenge your
Christmas giving and
receiving.
Receiving first, the
Amazing Grace of God
In the gift of His Son,
Jesus Christ.
Sharing Christ's love

Merry Christmas

with someone in need is
Last but not least, as
like one begger telling we share and give it will
another begger where be to find that "It is
bread is. A thank offer- more blessed to give
ing of money for the than to receive." So
Lord's work in your shall exclaim with Joy:
local church allows us to
receive a blessing for "WHAT DO WE HAVE
our total being — body, THAT WE DID NOT
mind, and soul

APPRECIATION — Paul Finley (left), president of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Murray State University, is presented with a plaque in appreciation for
the help from ATO in making this year's Jaycee
Forest a success from Jeff Rogers (right), administrative vice president of the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.

Spy satellites possess
great acuteness of vision. Non-official accounts say they can
reveal Soviet license
plate numbers and can
even distinguish
uniformed personnel
from civilians, according to National
Geographic.

Don't Miss
Settle-Workmans
Big After Chirstrnas Sale
Se:, Page Two For Details
be t inwri all day Mon Der. '‘.fitti to prepare
for th.s sale

Zari
PIO

OM OUALRY
MISOMS Pars

You might consult
your CPA about purchasing a vehicle
before the end of the
year for investment
and
credit
tax
depreciation.

•i

DWAIN TAYLOR
ROL T
641 S. Murray
753-2617
//terns% Frnm 1.1nrle Jeff'si

0105
P.'401

2 FOR di

Name Brand, First Quality

Shoe Sale
Buy First Pair of 2 For 1 Shoes At Regular Price
And Get Second Pair Absolutely Free. All Merchandise Is Fall 1983 Styles. Buy Any Combination of Men's, Women's or Children Shoes. (At
Lone Oak Store — Ladies & Children's Only)
Bring A Friend Or Relative And Share The
Savings.

Family
Shoe Store

Twin Oaks
Family Shoes

Downtown Mayfield

Lone Oak Rd., Paducah

Sale Begins Monday Morning
Dec. 26th At 8:00 A.M.

STOREWIDE YEAR END
CLEARANCE SALE!!

•A.,.

MOST ITEMS

1/2 PRICE!!
MENS SUITS
REG. $375-$165

SPORT COATS
REG. $4001110

NOW $187.50-$82.50

NOW $200-$55

DRESS PANTS

SWEATERS
MENS SPORT PANTS
& TOPS

LARGE GROUP
VELOUR TOPS

ALL 1/2 PRICE!
1 GROUP SPORT SHIRTS

Murray Supply Co.
Special Purchase Sale
Hallmark's HTR-95
With 9500 BTU's

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

95
Only$
99

1/2
1 RACK SHIRTS
VALUES TO $25

PRICE!

ALL SPORT &
DRESS SHIRTS

1 RACK SHIRTS
VALUES TO $50

NOW $5 30%-50% OFF! NOW $10
SOME ITEMS 75% OFF!
LARGE SELECTION
COATS & JACKETS

TOP COATS &
'CLUB' JACKETS

1/2 PRICE

30% OFF

When you qualify as a preferred risk for
State Auto Companies' special Medalist Auto
Policy, your rates won't go up with your first
accident.
Unlike similar policies that require three years
of policy ownership, the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately.
The Medalist recognizes the older, safer
driver with substantial rate reductions and
broader coverage. Rate reductions begin as
early as age 25 and are particularly attractive
for the 45 to 64 year old.
If you have a safe driving record, see just
how low your car insurance premium can be
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies.
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe drivers.
Call us for details

Holton, Melugin
& Hoverstock
206 Main S.
Murray

753-3415

State Aut
FLU
111,11nsuranceTompanies

Ora
P2i
1

C-HEVROLET

LARGE GROUP MENS & LADIES
JEANS & CORDUROYS
VALUES UP TO $40

NOW $15.99
Hallmark's HSC-180
With 18,000 BTU's
Only

/
1
2

$15995

PRICE
30% OFF

MENS & LADIES

We Carry Parts And
Wicks For The Heaters
We Sell"

MAYFIELD & BENTON
SHOPPING PLAZAS

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main
- West Kentucky's Bargain Center"

NOW $15.99

ALL JEANS AT LEAST

HSC-I80

•It

LADIES JEANS
& DRESS SLACKS
$40 VALUES

ALL LADIES TOPS,
BLOUES & SWEATERS

ej
v.

753-3361
Afett

••••••• M1110

Mon Sat 99
Sun 15
247 0597

CID

atm:dos

-
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Import problems must be solved
LEXINGTON — The
problems posed by
rapidly rising tobacco
imports must be solved,
according to Kentucky
Farm Bureau President
Ray Mackey, or the
tobacco price support
program "as we know
it" may not survive.
Mackey made the
observation in his annual address to the Kentucky Farm Bureau
convention delegates
meeting in Lexington.
Mackey said the current burley market,
which is seeing sizable
amounts of unsold leaf
go into pool stocks even
though drought cut the
crop by almost halt, is
ample evidence that imports are threatening
the tobacco program.

AM.

De

The statement by the
Farm Bureau chief is
the latest in a series of
public criticisms he has
leveled at the flood of
foreign-grown tobacco
being purchased by U.S.
cigarette companies.
Earlier in the week,
he asked a federal task
force which is Investigating the problem
to visit Kentucky burley
markets and attend an
upcoming quota hearing. He said such a visit
would help the group
understand the severity
of the import threat to
domestic growers.
The investigation is
being conducted under a
new federal law which
authorizes the secretary
of agriculture to limit
tobacco imports if he

DEAR ABOY: Upon reading your comment regarding
the "barklessness" of the African basenji dog, I must interject a word of caution to those who plan to rush out
and buy one.
While basenjis do not bark, this does not imply that
they are noiseless. They let out an unearthly whine that is
very unnerving!
I should know; I've worked in animal hospitals for
nearly eight years.
WITNESS

114

Is,
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what's the matter with me. I
am a 25-year-old respectable, unmarried, churchgoing
woman. I have many good friends and have never had
trouble getting dates. My problem: If I am physically
attracted to a man, I will go to bed with him the first
minute he wants to. For me, it's just a way of getting
acquainted.
I consider myself a decent person, and it's a miracle
that I still have a reasonably good reputation. Sex for me
is an addiction—like alcohol or gambling. I can't seem to
control it. Have you ever heard of this, Abby? Is there any
help for me?
GIRL WHO CANT SAY NO

Tearful Tot Must Learn
That Three's a Crowd
By Abigail Van Buren
• 983 by 1.1n,e•rsol Peas SendrcaIs

DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old woman with a 3-yearold daughter, Tammy. I'm not married (never was) but I
would like to be. Tammy and I live with my parents. They
have been wonderful to us, but I want Tammy to have a
daddy.
I met a fine gentleman about three months ago, and he
is courting me. Russell is the first man I've gone out with
since Tammy was born, and I like him a lot.
My problem is that Tammy cries and fusses when
Russell comes to take me out. We finally have to take her
along. Then all the time she's with us, she carries on and
fusses and spoils our evening.
I am torn between Tammy and Russell. I love Tammy
with all my heart, but I want the relationship between me
and Russell to work out. I'm afraid it never will. What
should I do? I don't want to lose Russell. He's getting
impatient with me, and I can't blame him.
TAMMY'S MUMMY

I

I

finds they are interfer- over the past two years,
ing with the operation of have reduced this year's
the price support support levels by more
than 18 cents. If the
program,
The investigation was freeze were continued
triggered by the current through 1985, he noted,
tobacco price support
,supports would be 38
freeze, and by the fact cents lower than their
that more than 20 per- legally designated level
Tobacco buyers seem
cent of last year's crop
was turned down by to want even further
cigarette manufac- price concessions by
turers, and sent into the growers, Mackey warned, which would leave a
surplus pool.
In his convention ad- "thin line between profit
dress, Mackey was and loss."
He called on the noncritical of the current
price support freeze, farmer segments of the
blaming it on "the industry, including
enemies of tobacco, in warehouse interests,
combination with a leaf dealers and tobacco
desire by the trade for companies, to support
effors to preserve the
cheaper leaf."
He said the freeze and tobacco program. These
other price support other tobacco interests
limitations imposed have "benefited as

DEAR MUMMY: When Russell comes to take you
out, visit with Tammy for a while, then tell her you
are going out and kiss her goodbye. There is no
need to take her with you. She's young, but not too
young to understand that you need adult company
and aSess.evenhigs out occasionally. If you continue
to take Tammy Wong on your dates with ,RusaaLL
you can kiss him goodbye.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: When I was 17, I became involved with a
so-called "religion" that, at the time, placed restrictions on
me which helpecl me refrain from sex, drugs, cigarettes,
etc. The people claimed to love each other, and I gained
many friends.
At first, it did not matter that my "religion" did not
: allow such things as blood transfusions, saluting the
American flag, voting and getting involved in politics. I
read their publications, attended five meetings each week
and knocked on doors to spread the word.
The illusion lasted several years. As I got older, I began
to look into the organization's history and learned many
things that distressed me. I got to the point that I no
longer believed in that faith.
I thought I could just simply stop going to meetings.
But when I voted in the primary election last spring, my
husband told the elders and they "disfellowshipped" me,
formally kicking me out of the congregation. I am now
considered "dead" and no one of that faith is permitted to
speak to me for the rest of my life.
I have paid a dear price for my spiritual freedom—my
husband is divorcing me, my family members of that faith
refuse to speak to me, and I have lost 13 years worth of
"friends."
Abby, please advise your readers to closely examine
all the teachings of these door-knockers before joining.
Otherwise, they may lose their families like I lost mine.
Sign me ...
FINALLY FREE IN N.C.
•••

DEAR GIRL: In 1979 a small group of men and
women, who realized that their lives were out of
control because of their addiction to sex, formed an
organization that they appropriately named "Sexaholics Anonymous" based on the 12 steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous. They are serious, responsible people who admit that their lives have become
unmanageable because of their compulsive sexual
behavior, and they look to a higher power(God)for
the strength to achieve sexual sobriety. "S.A." has
grown enormously and now has chapters all over
the United States and Canada.
For information, write to S.A., Box 300, Simi
Valley, Calif. 93060. This is a non-profit organization, so please enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. All correspondence is strictly confidential.
•

DEAR ABBY: What is an endocrinologist? I asked my
doctor and he didn't know. Thank you.
—
MR. D. IN LINDEN,TEXAS
DEAR MR. D.: First, get another doctor. Then get
two dictionaries—one for yourself and one for the
doctor who diadn't know what an endocrinologist
••-•

DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to the bride who invited
31 singles to her wedding and complained because 14 of
them accepted and indicated they were bringing a guest.
We are surprised that the bride would assume that 31
single people would jump at the chance to attend a wedding alone. Would the bride want to attend a wedding and
leave her fiance or boyfriend at home? Why should
married couples get the privilege of coming in "twos" just
because they are married?
We are two single women who would feel more comfortable being escorted to a wedding. We realize the bride has
a limited budget and we sympathize. We can't offer a
solution, but we must speak out for many singles who
resent being discriminated against because they are not
married.
K. AND V. IN L.A.
DEAR K. AND V.: If the bride (or groom)invites a
single friend whom he knows is engaged, living
with or going with someone, then good manners
would dictate inviting the "significant other." But
(and sorry to discriminate against those who don't
have anyone special), most brides resent a single's
presumptuousness in "digging up" a date for the
occasion.
•••
(Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's booklet. Send $1 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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much or more than
farmers" from the program for more than 40
years, he said.
In other remarks to
the convention, Mackey
said farmers should be
alert to any efforts by
the 1984 Kentucky
legislature to raise
taxes. He said Farm
Bureau would strongly
oppose any move to
eliminate sales tax exemptions on farm production items, or to
raise cigarette taxes.
He said even a small
increase in Kentucky's
3-cent-per-pack tax on
cigarettes could harm
the tobacco industry, as
other state might
"follow our lead and
futher increase their
taxes."
The final effect of a
hike would be reduced
sales, he added,
"resulting in a corresponding reduced demand for tobacco,
followed by a loss of income to producers."

Kentucky
to receive
funding
Kentucky will receive
$275,000 in cost-share
funds and $1,050,000 in
technical assistance
funding according to
Secretary of
Agriculture John R.
Block.
This is Kentucky's
share of the $45.3 million
in "targeted" conservation program funds during Fiscal Year 1984 and
is a part of a national
campaign to reduce
critical U.S. soil erosion
and water conservation
problems.
Block said the
targeting concept
allows federal, state,
and local governments,
and farms to attack the
most critical problems
while maintaining conservation practices
already established on
other lands.
The agricultural conservation program, administered by the
USDA's Agricultural
Stablization and Conservation Service through
the farmer-elected committee system, is a joint
effort by government
and other groups to
restore and protect
basic land and water
resources. The program
will target $19 million
for financial assistance
in 43 states and Puerto
Rico.
Block said USDA's
Soil Conservation Service will target $26.3
million to 44 states and
Puerto Rico to attack
the same problems by
providing additional
conservation technical
assistance.
The target funds are
part of the USDA's continuing resolution for
those two programs for
Fiscal Year 1984, Block
said.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

F

TERRACE RISER — Tim Kelley, tile contractor, Gary Galloway, summer
employee with SCS, and Bobby Bazzell, landowner are shown installing a terrace
riser to his underground tile outlet system. This riser filled with holes will work like
an inlet for a storm sewer after terraces are constructed. Mr. Bazzell installed 280
ft. of undergroung outlet pipe and later constructed 400 ft. of terraces for erosion
control.

Local farmers installing
terrace erosion system
Over 2.6 miles of to Calloway County underground that
parallel terraces with farmers three years ago becomes trapped behind
underground tile outlets by the installation of the each terrace level when
have been constructed first set of terraces on it rains. Many farmers
In Calloway County dur- Danny Cunningham's like this new terrace
ing this past summer farm off the Penny system because they
and fall by several Highway. Since that are able to control erofarmers, according to time, 4% miles of ter- sion, crop every acre exSteve Alcott, district races have been Install- cept for an inlet pipe
conservationist for the ed with 2.7 miles of and continue to use their
Soil Conservation undergrond tile outlet large farm machinery
pipe.
Service.
inplanting and
This new type of terThese outlet pipes harvesting crops along
race system for erosion work like storm sewers the terrace channels
control was introduced by letting water flow and ridges.

Winter wheat farmers boosting
their production for '84 harvest
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

the 62.5 million acres
says the Agriculture
Department.

planted for
harvest.

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Winter wheat
farmers have boosted
their plantings for the
1984 harvest by 4 percent from this year,

A survey issued
Thursday showed
farmers planted 64.9
million acres of winter
wheat for harvest in
1984, up 4 percent from

But the department's
Crop Reporting Board
said this fall's plantings
still fall 2 percent short
of the record 66.5 million
acres planted for the
1982 harvest.
Winter wheat, planted
in the fall for the next
summer's harvest,
makes up about threefourths of total U.S.
wheat production.
"In the Great Plains,
Kansas acreage increased 2 percent from
1983, while Oklahoma
and Texas are down 1
and 6 percent, respectively," the report said.
"Nebraska acreage is
up 16 percent; South
Dakota's 27 percent.
North Dakota acreage
jumped 250 percent."
Producers sharply
trimmed wheat plantings in 1983 under
government acreage
programs and the
payment-in-kind program. Other major
crops, including corn,
sorghum, rice and cotton, also were reduced
sharply by PIK and
widespread drought.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
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UNDERGROUND PIPE — Gerald Stone and his son Kerry are shown installing
underground tile outlet pipe with backhoe for his terrace system. More than 1,200
ft. of plastic corrugated pipe was layed and 1,425 ft. of terraces constructed. Mr.
Stone plans to install more than 1,500 ft. of terraces in '84.
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t()liege teams wind up pre-Christmas schedules
ey BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
St. John's got Chris
Mullin back and a
career-best performance from 7-foot
junior center Bill Wenn-

1

ington. That was enough
for the 12th -ranked
Redmen.
"Bill had been playing
flat," St. John's Coach
Lou Carnesecca said of
Wennington, a member

of the Canadian squad
which won the University Games gold medal
this past summer.
"Tonight, he was very
active and was in command. He has to play

Basketball survives changes
including free throw problem
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer

Ever since Dr. James
Naismith banged a couple of nails into an old
peach basket on a gymnasium wall at Springfield College In 1891,
the height of the goal in
basketball has remained at 16 feet.
Meariwhile, the college game has gone
through numerous
changes.
Center jumps were
eliminated after every
ba,sket. No dunking.
Then dunking again.
Shot clocks, three-point
goals,jump balls only at
the start of the game.
Dr. Edward Steitz,
secretary-rules editor of
the NCAA men's rules
committee, sends out
questionnaires to college coaches on all
levels and officials each
year. He compiles the
Information and, with
his committee, formulates the rules ... and
catches the heat.
"We've got the best
game around," says
Steitz, the shaker and
mover of the 13-member
committee for 28 years.
"It's thriving, it's more
popular than ever."
One problem these
days with the fasterpaced game played by
king-sized pailetes is
that it has become with late whole Seison.
almost impossible to Changing a rule In
midseason had never
officiate.
Wap it a charging foul been done before, but
or a lock? Goaltending the rules committee,
or a locked shot? Was pressured by the
the player traveling or coaches' opposition, had
not? Often the call isn't the courage to admit its
clear-cut.
mistake and do away
Hoping to take some with it.
of the pressure off the
Steitz says the
referees and reduce coaches were "abusing
fouling late in the game, and circumventing the
the rules committee put spirit and intent of the
in a new rule this rule" to the point where
season, making two-foul fouling was increasing
shots mandatory for a and becoming more
conmon foul when the physical in nature.
bonuarule is in effect,
The excessive fouling
replacing the old one- by the trailing team in
and-one setup.
the last two minutes,
it was called by many usually against the
the "Jim Valvano Rule" leading team's poorest
for the North Carolina foul shooter, caused
State coach whose club games to drag. Longer
advanced through the games were a cause of
NCAA playoff to the 1983 concern for networks,
title with the help of whose telecasts ran the
fouling the opposition's risk of running into
poorer free-throw other committments
shooters late in the No longer could they
garne. The two-foul rule count on a two-hour
was expected to be a game.
deterrent to fouling.
Despite, the nationBut, the rule was wide uproar against the
short-lived, put to rest rule, not everyone is
rest Wednesday when happy about the switch
the rules committee back to the old rule.
unanimously rescinded
"I think to revert back
it, bringing back the to it (the original rule)
one-and-one.
is ridiculous," says
Once again, the Coach Lefty Driesell of
referees will have to Maryland. "I think they
decide whether a foul didn't give it a good
was intentional. It enough tryout. If they
shouldn't be difficult.
are going to change the
Many of the nation's rule, there should be a
coaches were upset by choice of taking out of
the new rule and figured bounds or taking the
they would have to live free throw."

tfiat way.
With Wennington
scoring 23 points, St.
John's ran their
unbeaten streak to
seven with an easy 89-71
victory over Niagara.
St. John's was the only
ranked team to see action Friday night.
"Points don't mean
that much to me," said
Wennington, who shot
11-for-14 from the floor.
"I would like to have
had more rebounds than
I did (seven)."
Mullin, a 6-6 guard
who was named Player
of the Year in the Big

East Conference last
year after leading the
Redmen to the league title, returned to the
lineup after missing
three games with
tendinitis.
"I was getting itchy,"
said Mullin, who scored
19 points, grabbed eight
rebounds and handed off
three assists in 25
minutes of action. "My
foot felt good the last
two days in practice, so
it was good getting back
into the lineup."
St. John's started the
game by taking a 15-4
lead, then went on an

11-2 tear to go up 34-18
with 3:47 remaining in
the first half. Seven
minutes into the second
half, the Redmen increased their advantage
to 61-34 and Niagara
never really threatened.
The host University of
Alabama-Birmingham
captured the UAB
Classic with an 81-76 triple overtime victory
over Villanova. Steve
Mitchell scored 23
points, including six in
the closing minutes.
Samford, led by Ed
Beard's 27 points,
defeated Valparaiso

75-69 in the consolation
game.
Andre Battle's short
jumper from the side
with seven seconds remaining gave Loyola of
Chicago a 73-72 double
overtime victory over
Bradley. The Braves appeared to have the game
sewed up with a 72-69
lead and only 1:30 remaining, but Battle,
who finished with 18
points, scored with 1:09
left. Then Voise Winters
lost a pass with 40 second left and the
Ramblers worked the
ball for Battle's winning

shot.
Center Wayman
Tisdale scored 34 points,
grabbed 15 rebounds
and blocked three shots
as Oklahoma crushed
Oklahoma City 70-54
The victory gives the
Sooners, 8-1, their best
start since the 1969-70
season
Nevada-Las Vegas
captured the Rebel
Roundup by defeating
Southern Illinois 91-68.
Southern Methodist
claimed third place with
a 56-53 victory over
James Madison.

Yankee owner fined to end 'Tar Wars'
NEW YORK (AP) — as commissioner on
In what could be the March 1, 1984 and it will
final chapter in the con- end with Kuhn having
troversial "pine tar" taken two of his hargame last July 24, the shest actions of his 15
New York Yankees years in office.
have been fined $250,000
Last week, Kuhn
by baseball Commis- suspended Los Angeles'
sioner Bowie Kuhn in Steve Howe, Kansas
part for statements City's Willie Wilson and
made by team owner former Royals players
George Steinbrenner.
Willie Aikens and Jerry
Steinbrenner, in a Martin, all in connection
statement early today, with drug problems.
Kuhn's investigation
confirmed the fine and
and
the fine of the
said he would not appeal
Yankees stemmed from
it.
a game between the
"While we feel the Yankees and Kansas Cipenalty to be excessive, ty last July 24 when a
we will abide by the two-out, two-run home
commissioner's deci- run by George Brett of
sion," Steinbrenner said the Royals was nullified
in the statement. "We in the top of the ninth incertainly do not wish to ning because he had uscause him (Kuhn) any ed too much pine tar on
problems in his last few his bat. The umpire's
days as commissioner." ruling had given the
Kuhn, who levied the Yankees an apparent 4-3
fine after a hearing with victory, but then Steinbrenner last Mon- American League
day, will end his tenure President Lee MacPhail

Trying to fix
what isn't
broken

later ruled that the umpires had misapplied
the rule.
MacPhail let Brett's
home run stand,
ordered the game
resumed last Aug. 18,
and the Yankees wound
up losing 5-4.
The fine, the largest
ever assessed by Kuhn,
also resulted from
"positions espoused by
other representatives of
the New York Yankees"
in connection with
lawsuits brought by two
fans.
Steinbrenner initially
indicated he would sue

either of the lawsuits
launched by Yankees
fans. The suits were
brought to block
resumption of the game
since patrons of the July
24 contest were not
given tickets to see its
conclusion almost a
month later.
The previous largest
fine levied by Kuhn was
against San Diego
Padres owner Ray
Kroc, who was ordered
to pay $100,-000 for
tampering with Joe
Morgan, then of San
Francisco, and the
Yankees' Graig Nettles.
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CBS
analyst, says, "I think
it's unfortuate that the
rule got on the agenda in
the first place when 76
percent of the coaches
voted against it. And, I
think it's unfortunate
that intent of the rule
was not followed by the
coaches once it was instituted. I have to compliment the rules committee and Ed Steitz on
admitting there was a
mistake."
The alternating
possession rule, rather
than using the jump ball
during the course of a
game, is another controversial rule that is in
its third season. It was
deemed the referees
couldn't toss up the ball
straight enough not to
favor one jumper.
Alternating possession can be crucial in
tte waning minutes of a
close game when a
defender shares the ball
with an offensive player
only to lose it because of
alternate posssession.
If a player is smart
enough, he'll avoid tying
up the man with the ball
when it isn't his team's
turn.
- So far, the coaches
have learned to live with
this rule.
Al McGuire, the NBC
analyst and former
Marquette coach, probably said it best:
"Basketball is good
right now. It's not
broken, so why fix it?"

In order to avoid restarting the game, then
later changed his mind.
At the same time,
however, he said, "If
the Yankees should lose
the Eastern Division
race on the ruling of
American League
President Lee MacPhail, I would not want
to be poor Lee living in
New York City. He had
better start househunting out in Missouri,
close to Kansas City."
The Yankees' statement said Kuhn had exonerated Steinbrenner
from involvement in

Sian Farm Lite Insurance COrripany
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Last-minute touchdown
saves ninth-ranked BYU
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
All-American quarterback Steve Young, who
set a bevy of passing
records this season,
combined with running
back Eddie Stinnett on a
flea-flicker that resulted
in Young catching a
14-yard touchdown pass
with 23 seconds left to
give ninth -ranked
Brigham Young a 21-17
victory over Missouri in
the Holiday Bowl football game Friday night.
Young, suffering one
of his poorest nights of
the season, rallied his
team 94 yards in the last
four minutes of play

after the BYU defense
shut down a Missouri
scoring threat.
Eric Drain,
Missouri's workhorse
fullback, failed on a
fourth-and-one run with
3:57 left, and Young and
the Cougars took over.
Young completed six
passes during the hectic
final drive, the last an
11-yarder to Casey
Tiumalu on fourth down
that gave Brigham
Young a first down at
the Missouri 16.
The drive appeared to
stall, however, when
Young was sacked on
the next play.

Pro Football

College Football

NFL Playoff Schedule
AFC Wild Card
Saturday. Dec. 24

College Football Bowl Glance
The pairings for NCAA Division
I A post-season bowl games

Denver at Seattle

Saturday. Dec. 10
Independence Bowl
At Shreveport, La

NFC Wild Card
Monday, Dec. 26
Loa Angeles at Dallas
Cordarenoe Semals
(if Dallas wins
NEC wild card game)
Saturday. Dec. 31
NEC Divisional P4yoft

Saturday, Dec. 17
California Bowl
At Fresno. Calif
Northern
State 13

Detroit at Washington

NEC Divisional Playoff

$10.00 higher than the fare from Nashville!
We will work to find the best airline
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we serve.
Let us save you time and money on your
next airline trip. Coll us at 449-2199 or see

your travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines - the sensible alternative to
driving.

Iowa. 9-2. vs Florida. 8-2-I

Saturday. Dec 31
Bluebonnet Bowl
At Houston
Baylor. 7.3.1 vs Oklahoma State
7-4-1

Monday, Jam 2
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas

West Virginia 20. Kentucky 16

Dallas at San Francisco
(II Los Angeles wins

Friday. Dec 23
Hofiday Bowl
At San Diego, Calf.

NEC wild card gams)
Saturday. Dec. 31
AFC Divisional Playoff

Brigham Young. 21. Missouri, 17

Seattle or Denver at Miami
NEC Divisional Playoff
Detroit at San Francisco

Saturday. Dec 24
Sun Bove
Al El Paso. Texas
Alabama. 7.4, vs Southern
Methodist, 10-1

Sunday. Jan. 1
NEC Divisional Playoff
Los Angeles Rams at Washington
AFC Divisional Playoff

Monday, Dec 26
Aloha Bowl
At Honolulu

SUPER BOWL XVIII
Jan. 22. 1984
At Tampa Stadium, Tampa, Fla.

Penn State, 7-4-1. vs
8-3

Florida

Gator Bowl
At Jacksonvide, Fla.

Fullerton

Thursday. Dec. 22
Hall of Fawn Bowl
At Birmingham, Ala.

Seattle or Denver at Miami

Georgia. 9.1.1. vs Texas. 11-0

Fiesta Bowl
At Tempe, Ana.
Ohio State. 8-3. vs Pittsburgh,
8-2-1
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Cake
Illinois. 10-1. vs UCLA, 6-4-1

Orange Bowl
At Mimi. Fla.
Nebraska. 12-0. vs Miami i Fla
10-1

ashington,

Auburn. 10-1 vs Michigan 9-2

Howe files
bankruptcy

EAST
Fairleigh Dickinson 74, Iona 73
St John's 89 Niagara 71
Syracuse 71. St Bonaventure 62

SOUTH
Florida St 87. Florida 64

LOS ANGELES (AP) Furman 70, Augusta 49
Tennessee
— Steve Howe, the Los MIDWEST St 72, Jackson St 53
Angeles Dodgers' Kansas St. 64, Cal St -Northridge
cocaine-troubled pit- 50Loyola. Ill 73. Bradley 72. 20T
cher who has been Oklahoma TO, Oklahoma City 54
suspended for the 1984 SOUTHWEST
Texas Christian 74. Texas
season, filed for Lutheran 55
Tulsa 104 Mo •Kansas City 74
bankruptcy.

524 Main

rAs WEST
Brigham Young 64, Boise St 54
Pepperchne 66. Fullerton St 65
Santa Clara 78. Cal.-Dtvts 58
So California 57, Portland 48
Stanford 60. Chaminade 55
Tennessee 61, Arizona 49

TOURNAMENTS
Rebel Roundup

Championship
Nev .Las Vegas 91, So Illinois 6$
Third Place
Southern Methodist 54. James
Madison 53
IJAII Classic

Championship
Ala -Birmingham 81. Villanova 76.
OT

Larry Krouse Insurance

759-9888
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And now we can count every drop with
our new computerized system that sets the
standard for Accurate Propane Delivery.

TRI-STATE PROPANE,INC'.

Route 4, Box 20 Paducah, Kentucky 42001 (502) 898-7387 Toll Free 1-800-592-3483

SERVING KENTUCKY SINCE 1949

I.

&gar Bowl
At New Orleans

College Basketball

We offer three doily flights each

saving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares are priced only

20

Tennessee 30. Maryland 23

Sunday. Jan. 1
AFC Divisional Playoff

Sunday, Jan. 8, 1984

way
between Murray and Nashville and money-

Illinois

North Carolina, 8-3, vs
State. 6-5

Florida Citrus Bowl
At Orlando, Fla

AFC Divioional Playoff
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles Raiders

Pittsburgh at Los Angeles Raiders

THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION

Friday. Dec. 30
Peach Bowl
At Atlanta

Air Force 9. Mississippi 3

Conference Championship games

StithircLAirtineJ

Thursday, Dec 29
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis, Tenn.
Notre !Same. 6-5. vs Boston Col
lege. 0.2

Parker Ford, Inc. is doing some trading these days.
Mrs. Brenda Baker is shown here accepting delivery
of new Ford pickup, from Nick Ryan, Salesman. Mr.
Ryan in partial trade, received Marcia Melva, a Cabbage Patch Kid, along with birth certificate & adoption papers.

PARKER FORD INC.
701 MAIN 753-5273
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Ted Grayson harvested this 3-point 132-pound
buck on opening day.

in
4

Roger Johnson bagged this 8-point 158-pound
deer in the New Concord area.

p.

Nathan Hall took this 8-point 145-pound buck in
the county.

Phil Bryan and son Phillip took a 6-point 140-pound
buck at Lynn Grove.
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Don Ragsdale took a 3-point 120-pound buck in the
county.
Sports Specialists photos
Johnny Colson and his son Aaron took this 8-point
175-pound buck in the county.

•
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1.13L wants Christmas
trees and maybe
other decorations
Mike Watson and Randy Elkins are shown with a
4-point 110-pound buck taken in the county.

GOLDEN POND —
Think twice before hauling your 1983 Christmas
tree off to the dump or
out to the street for
trash pickup. It, and
many of your other
ChOstrnille decorations,
már be useful to fish
and wildlife.
Ed Ray, a naturalist
at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes (LBL), said
that trees make excellent ready-cut fish attractors, which are
simply bundles of brush
dropped into lakes and
ponds to provide shelter
and forage for schools of
fish.
Private citizens are
advised to leave their
trees at LBL rather than
try to build and locate
their own fish attrators
because permits are required for such
structures.
Immediately after
Christmas, trees can be
deposited at three
dropoff points in LBL —
the north and south information stations the
the Fenton Lake Access
Area. LBL fisheries
biologists will get them
and use them to construct fish attractors in
Kentucky Lake, Lake
Barkley, and smaller
lakes in the area.
Trees left at LBL
should be free of ornaments and tinsel.
Trees sprayed with any
chemical substance,
such as "liquid snow,"
should not be donated.
Those pine cones you
hate to store year after
year are ready-made
bird feeders, Ray said.
A mixture of peanut but-

Gary Harper took an 8-point 110-pound deer and
Don Rogers took a 6-point 100-pound deer at Lynn
Grove

James Pritchett took a 10-point 130-pound buck in
the county.

Craig D'Angelo took this 3-point 130-pound buck
on opening day.
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DONELSON
FISH MARKET
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Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

11°

Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncon's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.4 P.M.
Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
hours to order call 436-5834
Rex and ...nit DomIlson Owners.

Hardin,

01
s10

Ky.
James Hornbuckle took this 10-point 165-pound
buck in the county.
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Uncle Jeff's
Sporting
Goods

01

Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.
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ter and suet spread on
the cones is a favorite
food for many songbirds
and squirrels. The
placement of the
prepared cone will
determine to a large extent what type of. birds
will be attracted. Cones
placed in the crook of a
tree's branches will
more likely attract the
handsome
woodpeckers, while a
hanging cone will probably be favored by
chickadees and titmice.
If the strings of popcorn from your tree
haven't already been
nibbled away, hang
them from trees in your
backyard instead of
throwing them away.
Birds and squirrels
won't mind if the popcorn is a bit stale, and
you'll be helping find
them food in a time
when it's not othewise
readily available. Ray
cautioned that once
winter feeding of
wildlife is started, it
should be continued as
the wildlife become
dependent on this food
source.
For more information
on recycling Christmas
decorations, contact
Land Between The
Lakes at (502) 924-5602.
Any bass clubs or
fishing groups wishing
to establish Christmas
tree drop ponts in their
commnities can make
arrangements for
transporting the trees to
LBL by contacting Tom
Forsythe, supervisor of
the LBL Fisheries
Management Section, at
the above number.

hi

Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy. 68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
•

"Las-pest Archery
Cedric,
Selection In
Jo, Eric
This Aree"
and
Jane Bonson 502-753-1342

Double AA Service
We carry Johnson Outboards
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Sportsman's Realty
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Sports
,Specialists

U.S. 68 At Jonathan Creek
01
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We have Gifts
for the Sportsman
in your life.
Merry Christmas
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Retirement Commercial
Investments Residential
Fares and lake Propert
cottoge
2 bedroom
S15,000, 3 min. to water
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Your Individual
Horoscope

fins & feathers
•

Frances Drake

west kentucky outdoors

Loren Berger
in the county.

bagged this 6-point 153-pound

Christmas is here,
and it's a time all sportsmen love. Those of us
who are married get to
shop for our wives. Boy,
Is that fun!
And they get to share
In the joy. They get to
shop for us. Camoflauge
coveralls. Camoflauge
shirts. Camaflauge pajamas. Hunters are
easy to shop for.
Unless they're the
kind who have
everything. And unless
they know exactly what
they want, and no close
facsimile will satisfy the
bill. No dear, I don't
want the grey wool hunting socks which are 80

percent wool and 20 percent something else. I
want 100 percent wool
ones like Grits Gresham
wore when he hunted
sheep in Alaska. And on
and on.
So this column is for
the wives whose
husbands are outdoorsmen. (Or for the
husbands whose wives
are outdoorswomen.)
Following is the Bourne
list of Christmas gifts
for those who are looking for the perfect sporting surprise.
Everybody's seen
those socks that are
threaded with little electric wires and heated by

TVA removing permanent blinds
TVA is removing zones. Temporary
permanent-type water- blinds are allowed if
fowl hunting blinds in they are not permitted
rawdovin zones along in the drawdown zones.
TVA lakes, an agency Temporary blinds are
allowed if they are conspokesman said today.
'Lake levels are structed of natural
lowell in the fall to vegetation andtor
flood storage fabric. But even these
provi
capacity for winter must be removed at the
rains,' said James H. end of the waterfowl
Burba4, chief of TVA's hunting season so that
Lankls Plann- no potential hazard is
ing/Management created.
All hunting on TVA
Branch- "Duck blinds
erected on the land ex- lands is subject to apposed in lake rises again plicable Federal and
to its summer level. State access areas,
These blinds can then public use areas, or on
become serious hazards TVA dam reservation.
Hunters can obtain
to boaters, skiers, and
more detailed informaother lake users."
Because of the poten- tion on constructing actial safety hazard, ceptable blinds and hunblinds built of masonry, ting on TVA lands by
metal, lumber, or wire contacting the nearest
materials are not per- TVA land management
mitted in the drawdown fiel office. The ad -

dresses of these offices
are as follows: 170 Office Service Warehouse
Annex, Muscle Shoals,
Ala., 35660, telephone
(205) 386-2221; 1101 Congress Parkway, Post Office Box 606, Athens,
Term., 37303, telephone

(615) 745-1783: 2611 West
Andrew Johnson
Highway, Morristown,
Term., 37814, telephone
(615) 586-8400; and 202
West Blythe Street, Post
Office Box 280, Paris,
Tenn., 38242, telephone
(901) 642-2041

Wendell Yearry took a 3-point 110-pound buck in

Livingston County.

Eric Hogancamp, 13, and Eric grogan, 14, got their
limit while duck hunting on the back water of Barkley
Lake.
Darrell Redden took this 10-point 170-pound deer,
his first, in Livingston County.

Bill Hobbs harvested this buck in Calloway County.
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It had an 8-point rack with a 21-inch spread.

D-cell batteries. Now a
company in New York is
marketing a batteryheated toupee for baldheaded waterfowl
hunters. The battery
pack is hidden under the
fake hair. It makes the
wearer look fairly
pointy-headed, but it
sure keeps the chill off a
cold noggin.
Another nice piece of
apparel are pants that
are marked on the outside four inches smaller
than they really are.
With these on, a pudgy
hunter, say one who
wears a size 42, can tell
his friends he's been on
a diet, and he's dropped
several pounds. Then he
can casually point to the
lable on the belt loop of
his new pants and say,
"See, I'm down to a 38
waist. Used to wear a 42.
It was easy to drop
down. Anybody with a
little willpower can do
it." This will give said
wearer one up on the
other guys, and that's
important in the duck
blind or boat.
A hot ticket time this
year is the Talking Dog
Collar. It looks like an
ordinary collar, but hidden inside it is a
miniature tape player
which is activated by
remote control. This
handsome gift also
comes with three tapes,
chosen from a library of
messages.
Recipients of the
Talking Dog Collar can
fit it around the neck of
their favorite hunting
canine, wait for an opportune time in front of
friends, and then activate the tape. "My
master's the greatest!"
or, "Why doesn't
somebody else get the
duck?" A simultaneous
high frequency buzz
makes the dog perk up
its ears and look intelligent while "talking." This gift is great
for late in the day when
action is slow, if you
know what I mean.
A gift that would be
well-received is the
"Book of 10,000 Excuses," recently
published by the Sporting Man's Press in
Chicago. This book is
just what its name implies, and it has
chapters and lists of
alibi's for most any hunting or related situation.
Samples include excuses for missing shots,
for getting in late, for
tracking mud in on the
carpet, for forgetting to
haul off the trash, and so
forth. All excuses are
original, and they've
been tested on a panel of
spouses before inclusion
in the book.
Any hunter would appreciate receiving a box
of the new "Delayed
Reaction Shotgun
Shells." They are shells
which go off two seconds
after the trigger is pulled. They're great for
slipping into a shooting
partner's gun, especial-
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0 Pontoon Rentals
0 Guide Service, Covered
0 Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt 1 Hardin (502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext 171

I think you should
wait until the air
temperature is at least
25-30 degrees. The main
reason being the chill
factor.
Should the wind be
blowing the slightest bit,
coupled with the
humidity on the water,
you run a very high risk
of frostbite!
To do any kind of
winter fishing, you must
be dressed properly and
have some source of
heat available.
There are a few
anglers who fish with
artifical jigs altogether,
but the most conistent,
effective method is to
attatch a live minnow
onto the same type jig!
Now you know, when
using live minnows
you're going to get at
least one hand wet,
sometime during the
day.
This is the high risk of
frostbite of even freezing, that I was talking
about.
There are several

types of gloves on the
market which are
pliable enough to allow
one to handle a slippery
minnow and keep your
hand dry.
One of the best I have
found is a surgical
glove, worn under a
regular warm glove.
Simply remove the
outer glove when you
have to bait a hook and
dry the surgical glove
on a towel or cloth
before putting the outer
one on.
Another choice is a
glove used for washing
dishes. Now if any of
you think this isn't
macho, keep in mind, it
only takes a few seconds
to get a severe case of
frostbite and possibly
lose some fingers!
Another little trick I
learned years ago, is to
coat your hands and feet
with vaseline. You could
even put your hands in
water and the skin
would remain dry to a
certain degree.
Take along a good Coleman, white fuel heater
and solve a lot of problems or prevent them
from happening, they're
not very expensive!
Now for some fishing
news, sauger are biting
pretty good or at least
they were before this
severe cold wave hit.
The rainy days we had
the first of the week triggered most game, fowl
and fish to move and
feed.
I think we received
enough rainfall to cause
a rise in the lake elevation, which shold increase the amont of current needed for good
sauger fishing.
Minnows and jigs
bounced along the bottom near creek channels or junctions of
ledges should put you
onto some good fishing
Happy Fishing!
to '

Boat, Motor, Ski &

$61

We are really into
winter weather now and
a lot of folks are wanting
to do some sauger
fishing! Choose your
days carefully!
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Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment
On Ifeautiful Kentucky Lake

by jerry maupin

Hwy.641 South

Kenlake Marina

follows the line back to
the truck. The spool has
a capacity of eight miles
of string.
A truly great gift for
the sportsmen is
Kodak's new imageenlarging camera. This
Is similar to a Polaroid,
with photos which
automatically develop
themselves in a minute.
Only difference is,
everything in the
foregroud of the picture
doubles in size as the
shot comes up. Hunter
in the background.
Deer, bass, etc., etc. in
the foreground. Get the
Idea?
This List could continue: grapevine cigars,
the Turnbull Melting
Fishing Rod, a membership in Paducah's
famous Zero Club.
There are many
wonderful and exciting
gifts just waiting to be
given. All you need is
the imagination, a little
gall and a mate who
already has camoflauge
pajamas. Merry
Christmas!

fishing line

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Basically, this is a
large roll of fine white
thread which is worn in
the center of the back on
a shoulder harness.
Before leaving the
truck, the hunter ties
the string to the door
handle. Then wherever
he goes the string unwinds. If he gets lost, all
he does is turn the
harness around, placing
the spool on the middle
of the chest. Then a "rewind" button is pressed,
and the hunter simply

Where "Service Is Our Business"

410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6779

THE JONES

If your quail or rabbit
has a tendency to get
lost, you might consider
the new "Get Back to
Your Car" string
spooler. This is based on
the string dispenser used by bowhunters to
track wounded deer.

41 Super Shel

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
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ly if the gun is new and
expensive. He'll learn to
flinch, and he'll also
quickly lose trust in his
new fowling piece.
That'll mean more
game, hence fun, for the
spouse who spun the
web.
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Hooks Wheel
Alignment

141 Topping, Deodwooding, Hedg
0
00 Trimming, Complete Removal,
0
0 Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
0
#
# Seasoned Firewood.
0
0,
#
•Fully Insured
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#
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by wade bourne

sin IL'!

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th

$4
.
4
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FOR SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 25,1963
What kiad of day will tomorrow be? To fled out what the
stars say, read the Isreesst
given for year birth sip.
;
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Social contacts prove,
helpful to your career. You're,
optirrustic about your future,;
but watch overindulgence,
after dark.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20
Romance or fun activities
with family highlight this day.
You'll have more fun gadding
about than staying at home.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Minor family disagreements are put aside, as
everybody seems to tune into
the Christmas spirit. You'll
have a happy holiday.
CANCER
June21 toJuly 221 GOO
You're charming and persuasive today. A surge of
creativity is likely. Loved ones
feel closer now. Do something
special.
LEO
) July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/24-4C
The exchange of gifts makes
for happiness. Home life is
favored over outside activities. You may invite others
over.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22.) rfOilt.
You're the center of attention now. Self-confidence increases and your thinking is
crystal clear. Express your
feelings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Don't spoil this holiday with
quarrels about money. You'll
opt for quiet times with those
you care about. News comes
ram family.
SCORPIO
03(1.23 toNov.21)
The social pace is somewhat
hectic, but you'll have good
times with one and all. The
unattached may meet with
romance.
SAGITTARIUS
Ori
e#
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don't take on more than you
can handle. Social life leads to
business and financial opportunities. Romance is also likely.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan.19)
Invitations come from afar.
Those away from home enjoy
travel. Others seek your advice. Feelings of optimism are
paramount.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Save some time to meditate
on the meaning of Christmas.
A friend voices an unrealistic
business proposal. Watch
overdoing.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 7k) X
You'll enjoy special
moments with both friends
and loved ones. You're
popular and sought after.
Have a happy holiday!
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific. At
times you let conservatism
keep you from taking a chance
on your inventiveness. You
are an original thinker whose
work is often ahead of its time.
You have creative gifts that
you can easily commercialize.
Painting, music, architecture
and literature are all possible
vocations. Once you learn to
express your feelings, you'll
have greater happiness in personal relationships. Birth date
of: Rod Serling, writer; Clara
Barton, nurse and Humphrey
Bogart, actor.

1.44

Abandoned
girl placed
foster home
MIAMI ( AP ) — Art
abandoned 15-rponth-old
girl with the incurable
disease AIDS is being
placed with foster
parents in Miami
because "she's our
responsibility," state
social service officials
said.
Officials had no luck
finding a home for the
child, whose Haitian
mother died of acquired
immune deficiency syndrome and father disappeared, until news
stories on her plight
drew over 600 calls.
State law prohibits
disclosing details about
foster families, but officials said Thursday
that she will stay in
Miami. However, she
will not be released
from the hospital until
her condition improves,
said Jay Kassack,
regional director of the
Florida Department of
Health and
Rehabilitative Services.
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New Diet Pepsi to debut in area stores
MAYFIELD, KY. — ultimately determines ministration for use in
The addition of
Diet Pepsi, an the success of any brand carbonated soft drinks. NutraSweet is just one
American soft drink and we're confident Fortthe last two years, it event in a long history of
tradition since it splash- we've developed a pro- ha S been used with headline news for Diet
fed on the scene in 1964, duct with exceptional great success in Diet Pepsi. The first big inIn undergoing a signifi- taste," said Frank Pepsi by Pepsi- dustry tremors were felt
cant change. Refor- Peck, president of ColaCanada.
in 1968, when the
mulated with the revolu- Mayfield Pepsi Cola.
In its reformulated brand's instantly
tionary sweetener "We've conducted ex- version, Diet Pepsi is popular "Girlwatchers"
aspartame, new Diet tensive consumer tests now perfectly positioned advertising theme
Pepsi makes its debut to insure we have the to compete for an in- helped catapult Diet
on Mayfield area store best formulation for creased share of the ex- Pepsi past category
shelves Dec. 19 with a Diet Pepsi, and we ploding diet market, pioneer Diet Rite as the
taste that's better than believe this new, Mr. Peck stressed. Diet best selling diet soft
ever.
carefully-formulated soft drinks, the fastest drink at that time. In
Consumers here will blend improves the growing products in the 1979, new packaging
industry, currently ac- graphics were introducbe among the first in the taste dramatically."
nation to taste new Diet
Aspartame, marketed count for 20 percent of ed for the brand —
Pepsi, one of the best under the brand name total U.S. soft drink graphics still used today
selling soft drink brands NutraSweet by sales. In just two years, and considered by many
In food stores today. The manufacturer G.D. sparked by product in- to be the most eyenew formulation will be Searle & Co., will be us- novations like the in- catching of any soft
available in 30 percent ed in a blend with sac- troduction of aspar- drink brand in the U.S.
of the United States this charin in Diet Pepsi. tame, industry analysts
fall, with national Aspartame is a protein- predict diet soft drinks
In our franchise, New
distribution expected by based sugar substitute could grab as much as Diet Pepsi will be
early 1984.
recently approved by 30 percent of the available in 2-Liter
,Iisiness
We believe taste the Food and Drug Ad- "
plastic bottles, 12 oz.

cans, 10 oz. and 16 oz.
nonreturnable bottles
and 10 oz., 16 oz. and 32
oz. returnable bottles.
Packages will carry the
introductory graphic
"New Great Taste with
NutraSweet Brand
Sweetener Blend."
Advertising support for
the brand will be
highlighted by a unique
new advertising campaign scheduled to
break in this area on
Jan. 2. The theme for
the new campaign is
-Taste Improved By
Diet Pepsi."
Current plans by
Pepsi-Cola call for
aspartame's use in Diet
Pepsi only, though Mr.
Peck said, "We intend
to watch the market
closely and take the
sweetener as far as the
market demands."
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MURRAY WHOLESALE OUTLET OPENS
A new store has opened in Murray's
Olympic Plaza. Murray Wholesale Outlet is owned by Lewis and Charline Brown
and offers name brand merchandise for the entire family at wholesale prices. Along
with clothing for infants through adults, Murray Wholesale Outlet has a full shoe
department with dress and casual shoes and boots for the entire family. Shoppers
will find athletic shoes by Pony and Kangaroo and men's steel-toed work boots and
work shoes. Other popular name brands available at the new store are Lee, Chic
and Jordache. Murray Wholesale Outlet is managed by Robbye Kirby, right, and
the shoe department is managed by Regina Feagin. The new store is open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday and is a branch of The House of Shoes and
Cloths in Mayfield. New merchandise is arriving daily and a grand opening celebration is being planned.

New all-sports cable channel coming to Kentucky next year
Kentuckians are certifiable sports junkies
and incorrigible basketball addicts, but are
they ready for another
pay cable-TV channel
devoted entirely to
sports?
On, please, no, the
wives will say.
Oh, yes, absolutely.
No doubt about it, say
executives of "Sports
Time," the new channel
scheduled to pop onto
TV screens in 11 states,
including Kentucky, on
April 3, the Kentucky
Business Ledger
newspaper reports.
"It's intended for the
18- to 49-year-old male,
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but we plan to broaden
that," explained Rex
Lardner Jr., a former
senior sports exec at
NBC and CBS who
became Sports Time's
director of programming in September.
Lardner and Jerry
Lovelace, the new channel's top PR man, were
in Louisville last month
making their sales pitch
to the two firms providing cable service
there, Times Mirror
Cable Corp. and Storer
Communications of Jefferson County Inc. They
found strong interest,
they said, but no contracts will be signed

imminently.
Louisville should be
an exceptionally receptive area for Sports
Time, they reason,
because of the immense
popularity of the local
Redbirds AAA baseball
club. It is a farm club of
the St. Louis Cardinals
whose games will be
carried on the channel.
Additionally, the Cardinals and Redbirds are
owned by the August
Busch beer and sports
conglomerate in St.
Louis, which is the
51-percent owner of
Sports Time. The other
partners are
Multimedia Inc., Green-
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ville, S.C. (30 percent),
andTeleCommunications Inc.,
Denver (19 percent).
Research indicates
that Kentucky has a
"tremendous demand"
for a pay network such
as Sports Time, another
executive said, because
the state has 185 cable
systems in 617 communities, more than
504,000 basic
subscribers, 356,000 of
whom pay extra to get
premium movie or
specialty channels. An
estimated 800,000 Kentucky homes have cable
available but have not
subscribed yet, Skports
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Time says.
"So far, we've signed
one affiliate, a little one
in Missouri," Lovelace
said, "but our goal is to
have 250,000 subscribers
by the end of 1984."
Sports Time is being
offered to cable companies in Arkansas,
Kansas, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Ohio, Iowa, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and
Nebraska. It also will be
made available in portions of Colorado,
Mississippi, West
Virginia and North
Carolina.
Projections are that

Three-day
declines on
Wall Street
Fears of rising interest rates contributed
to a three-day slide on
Wall Street last week.
Most of Kentucky's
public companies
shared in the downward
trend in comparing closing bids and prices on
Dec. 15 to Dec. 8.
The leading gainers
were Kentucky Central
(OTC)from 20 1/8 to 21 /
1
4
and First Kentucky National (OTC) from 26 to
27. The biggest loses
were Brown Forman B
(AMEX)from 35/
1
4 to to
31 IA, First Security
Corp. (OTC) from 24 to
21 MI and CONNA Corp.
(OTC)from 12 % to 11.

subscribers will pay
their local cable
operators $10-12 a
month for the service,
Sports Time says.
The programming
schedule calls for between 50 and 60 baseball
games featuring the
Cardinals, Kansas City
Royals and Cincinnati
Reds, along with the
Redbirds and other
American Association
clubs. Negotiations are
In progress to acquire
rights to Big 10, Ohio
Valley and other
regional conference
football and basketball
games, Lardner said, to
attract viewers in Kentucky, Ohio and
Indiana.
Sports Time, he em-

phasized, would make
every effort to avoid the
mind-numbing, incessant, videotape replays
of games aired purely to
fill a time slot.
Lovelace agreed:
"Live' is a word we're
going to beat you to
death with," he
chuckled.
Or, as Lardner, a personable, 39-year-old,
Notre Dame grad, put
it:
"There's going to be a
minimum of repeat.
We're going to have
more live events, and
we're going to develop
regular features at
specific times to build
our audience."
Sports Time will have._
fewer commercials thau

Theresa Knight, sales
associate at Roberts
Realty, was honored at
the annual office
Christmas dinner by
receiving plaques for
being both top salesman
and top listing agent for
the firm in 1983.
Anna Requarth,
owner and broker for
the frim presented the
plaques and stated that
"Theresa was more
than deserving to

Clean Earth Recycling
Next to old Plant Land
Building in Draffenville.
Buying — Aluminum Cons,

4.

Scrap Aluminum,

30'

Copper & Bross

per pound

Effective Dec. lit We Will Bo Closed
Mon., W11141. & Open Thurs..
Sat. 9 a.m. to 400 p.m.
Cell after 5 p.m. 527-1719

receive the award. She
has worked long,
tireless hours to accommodate her clients and
has given her all to the
real estate profession."
Requarth went on to
state that she felt
privileged to have
Knight with her firm.
Knight has been
associated with Roberts

VW at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

-A-

Congratulations

its competitors, and
they will be taken only
during "natural
breaks" in the action —
thus, no more "commercial time-outs."
Advertising will be
more effective for companies in the region than
commercials on a
regular network, Lardner said.
The channel is planned to be on the air from
around 6 p.m. to midnight Monday through
Friday and from noon to
midnight Saturday and
Sunday. It is negotiating
with several local and
national play-by-play
announcers and color
men, Lovelace said, but
no agreements have
been reached.

Realty for approximately two years having
completed her qualifications for real estate
licensing in Louisville.
During the past year she
has continued her real
estate education by attending various
seminars and state
functions as well as
completing a course this
past semester at Murray State in real estate
law. During this past
year Knight was
presented with the Kentucky Colonel designation which cited her real
estate work as one of
her accomplishments.
Knight is the daughter
of Mason and Mildred
Cannady. She resides
with her husband Jimmy and three children,
Amy. Mitchell and Jay
at 1522 Canterbury
Drive.
Theresa's goal for
1984 is to exceed herself
In listings and sales of
this previous year. She
extends an invitation to
the public to call on her
for any real estate transactions they might
have.
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Christmas fair still survives
bread), Suessapfeln
(candy apples) and
other holiday treats as
their parents admire the
blown-glass baubles,
carved nativities and
tree angels swathed in
elegant velvet gowns.
Carolers, puppeteers,
dancers and acting
troupes from around
Europe perform for the
crowd — free entertainment ranging from
Handel's "Messiah" to
a plump organ-grinder's
wheezing rendition of
"0 Tannenbaum."
Organizers expect
more than 2 million
visitors during the fair's
Chrlstkindlesmarkt, month-long run, which
with its stalls of ginger- closes Christmas day.
bread men and hand- Last year, 50 special
crafted ornaments, has trains and 4,000 buses
drawn crowds to were needed to help
Nuremberg's cob- transport the 2.3 million
blestoned old town for people who flocked to
the fair.
four centuries now.
The city tourist office
"We're not reallyulure
exactly when or how it reported all 10,000 hotel
began," said fair beds in Nuremberg and
spokesman Werner the surrounding area
Frank, but written ac- booked every weekend
counts of the fair date for this year's event.
While city officials
back "over 400 years."
"You'll find people are unable to provide
whose families have statistics on how much
traded here for generations," Frank said in an
Interview. "Unfortunately, there's not as
many as there used to
be."
Georg Helterhoff
recalled how his wife's
grandmother ran the
family's Zwetschge•
maennla — prune people — stand 80 years
ago.
This year, the
Helterhoffs made
around 3,000 of the sixinch dolls with prune
limbs, fig tummies and
painted walnut faces.
Clad in the colorful
costumes of chimney
sweeps, milkmaids and
other folksy characters,
the comical figures sell
for eight marks — about
$3 — each.
"This stand was passed on from my wife's
grandmother to her
mother and now to my
Helterhoff
boasted. But, he added
sadly, "We aren't sure
yet whether our
children will carry on
when the time comes."
Zwetschgemaennla, a
Bavarian craft which
residents of Nuremberg
claim to have
originated, populate
several of the
Christkindlesmarkt's
157 stands this year.
But the most popular
stands seems to be the
ones where piping hot
sausage is served along
with cup after cup of the
warm, spiced brew the
Germans aptly call
gluehwein, or glowing
wine.
Children bundled
against the December
cold gaze in wonder at
the sweet parade of
Lebkuchen (ginger-

NUREMBERG, West
Germany (AP) — The
brigades of rosycheeked nutcracker
soldiers and the spicy
lure of mulled wine on a
frosty night beckon like
the ghost of Christmas
past.
Germany's most
famous Christmas fair,
for reasons as
mysterious as winter's
first snowflake, has
somehow managed to
survive in an age when
Santa's sack is stuffed
with home computers
and yule trees come in
hues Ake neon pink.

money the fair makes,
the Christkindlesmarkt
magic has another
benefit for this former
imperial city — erasing
its notoriety as a
favorite haunt of dictator Adolf Hitler and
the site of Nazi war
crime trials.
Because of its important military factories,
Nuremberg was heavily
bombed during World
War II by the Allies. But
since 1945, much of the
city's architecture has
been restored, and the
market, which was closed for two years during
the war, regained its
popularity.
"People come here
from all over the world
for this," marveled
Georg Lahner, who has
run a toy stand at the
fair for 33 years.
"There are people
from France,
Switzerland, Austria,
Denmark and even the
United States," Lahner
said.
Vendors rent the
coveted space, which
costs between $220 and
$2,800 depending on size.
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Current inflation rate affects 'Twelve Days of Christmas'
NEW YORK (AP) —
"On the first day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me: a partridge
in a pear tree..."
And by the time that
whole fantastic
cavalcade of leaping
lords, swimming swans,
drummers drumming,
pipers piping, and
others among the 79
gifts had checked in, the
final bill came to
$19,724.52.
Based on our own
shopping survey, which
turned out to be international in scope, that's
what it would cost at today's prices to duplicate
history's most famous
holiday bash as itemized in the ever popular
Christmas carol. The
traditional song, of
course, evokes Ye Olde
England of the early
18th century when the
lord of the manor entertained house guests
from Christmas Eve until the Epiphany on Jan.
6, which is also the feast
of the Wise Men.
Every night there was
an enormous banquet
with a groaning board
and trumpeters
trumpeting; then the
Master of the Revels
took over and the entire
household, servants too,
joined in singing, dancing, playing parlor
games and swapping
gifts.
Nowadays, not many
adequately staffed
stately homes survive to
accommodate a
Christmas gala of that
size and duration, but
then again my noble
lords of yesteryear, no
matter how devoted to
their true loves, could
not get the show on the
boards at today's prices
for strolling musicians.
Drummers drumming
and pipers piping turned
out to be far more expensive than gold rings,
even from Tiffany's, or
French hens, which,
thanks to the devalued
franc, turned out to be
the most economical
item on the 12-day agenda. There are various
versions of the carol,
listing the gifts in different order. The one we
chose appears on a Victorian Christmas card.
Here then is how a
modern computerized
cash register would add
up the price tags on the
gifts and how one would
go about ordering the
bizarre items sung
about long ago.
"On the first day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me a partridge in
a pear tree..."
At Rungis, the huge
produce market six
miles south of Paris
where the famous Les
Halles have been
relocated, Michel
Lecler, of the firm of
Alvadis, specialists in
poultry and game, gave
us his best-friend price
on partridges.
"Not to give you a
zoology lesson," Lecler

told a reporter, "but
there are two kinds of
partridges in France:
the perdreau or young
partridge which sells for
60 francs, and the older
partridge, the perdrix,
which goes for 80
francs."
We chose the older,
plumper bird, which at
the current exchange
rate of 8.3 French francs
to one U.S. dollar came
to $9.64.
Gurney's Seed &
Nursery Co., of
Yankton, S.D., one of
the nation's largest suppliers of live trees, priced a potted pear tree, 6
to 7 feet tall, or large
enough to hold the partridge, at $49.95. "It's
hardly a time to think
about pear trees now,"
confided Gary Lean,
Gurney's retail
manager, with an
unseasonal oath. "We
got 20 inches of snow out
here."
"On the second day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me two turtle
doves..."
Robert Belmont, proprietor of the Belmont
Bird Shop in the arcade
beneath Rockefeller
Center's enormous
Christmas tree, offered
turtle doves at $25
apiece and we pounced.
"On the third day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me three French
hens..."
Lecler listed a most
acceptable price of 10
francs a kilo ( 2.2
pounds). Since the
average French hen
weighs in at two kilos,
the trio came to 60
francs or $7.23.
"On the fourth day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me four calling
birds" — also spelled
"colley birds" in some
versions of the
roundelay.
"It's a talking bird
like a parrot," the proprietor at Belmont explained, and he had
them in stock at $50 a
Ihird, calling
guaranteed.
"On the fifth day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me five gold
rings..."
A spokeslady at Tiffany & Co., the carriage
trade bijouterie on New
York's Fifth Avenue,
suggested an "elegant
but economical 18 karat
plain, polished, domed
gold band, 2mm wide"
at $125. We told her to
put five aside, as true
love's specifications
required.
"On the sixth day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me six geese alaying..."
This proved 'to be
somewhat difficult.
Geese aren't laying at
this time of year. "But
they will be by spring,"
promised vice president
Norbert Moldan at the
Petrus Food Farm in
Sleepy Eye, Minn.,
which boasts one of the
largest gaggles of geese

on this continent. They
could be had for $25
apiece.
"On the seventh day
of Christmas my true
love sent to me seven
swans a-swimming..."
Getting a price on
swans was no easy matter either
"There is no price on
swans; they are
priceless," insisted
John Turk, Her Majesty's Royal Swan
Keeper, a title as old as
the realm. "The swan is
considered a royal bird,
and I don't know of
anyone who deals in
them since they aren't
used for food any
more." Apparently, the
swan population is in
serious decline.
Royal Swan Keeper
Turk, who has direct
custody of all the swans
"in the Thames between
Sunbury and
Pangbourne" (about 30
miles as, the swan
swims)counted "only 85
cygnets" in his
bailiwick in last year's
"swan upping," or annual census, when the
birds are driven up on
the river bank to be
counted. "About the
same as a year ago, but
the population has been
steadily depleted by
lead poisoning," which
he attributed to "lead
shot which fishermen in
the Thames use as
weights."
The London
Zoological Society,
which operates the
famous zoo in Regent's
Park, was not so protective of the royal swan
prerogative. A
spokesman obligingly
dug into a dealer's
catalog pricing birds on
the open market and
came up with 300 pounds
apiece for rare
trumpeter swans, 225
for the black-necked
swan, which is a native
of Australia, and 70
pounds for the mute
swan, the familiar stately white bird found
swimming in most lakes
and park ponds. We
chose the mute swan,
and seven of them came
to $715.40 at an exchange rate of $1.46 to
the pound sterling.
"On the eighth day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me eight maids
a-milking..."
"They're tough to find
anywhere," lamented
state Sen. Loran
Schmit, chairman of the
Agriculture Committee
in Nebraska's
unicameral legislature.
Schmit, whose family
has farmed for generations at Bellwood, Neb.,
figured "a minimum of
$40 a day — anything
less and they wouldn't
know which end of the
cow to grab." The
milkmaids, like all the
others in this cast of 50
celebrants, would have
to stay on until the party
ended on the morning

after Twelfth Night, br- not sitting lords are
inging their tab to $1,600 what the carol requires
for five days.
But surely among the
"On the ninth day of 1,181 members of the
Christmas my true love peerage there must be a
sent to me nine drum- dozen who can at least
mers drumming..."
get off the ground for a
John Glasel, president heel kick. The authentic
of Local 802 of the lords include 3 royal
American Federation of dukes, 2 archbishops, 25
Musicians, negotiated dukes, 28 marquises, 157
"a four-day package" earls and countesses,
for the drummers from 102 viscounts, 24 bishops
his office on 42nd Street and 840 barons,
in the Big Apple. "The
base pay is $78," he
quoted a standard contract,"but with nine you
need a leader and he
gets double, so that
would be $780. Plus 4
percent pension fund —
here let me get my
calculator — or $3.20
each. Plus $4.50 a day
for the health and
welfare fund, and 8 percent overall for administrative payroll
charges..." The total
price tag on the gig
came to $3,668.98.
"On the 10th day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me 10 pipers
piping..."
Contacting the Hibernian and Caledonia
societies in the area, we
learned that classical
pipers, like Brian Yates
of Ossining, N.Y., would
turn out in full tartan fig
for $80 a day. Their
glorious skirling would
fill the banquet hall with
everything from
"Amazing Grace" to the
sad Highland lament for
Bonnie Prince Charlie,
"Will ye noo come back
again?" and render null
and void Oscar Wilde's
social dictum that "a
gentleman is one who
knows how to play the
bagpipe and refrains."
"On the llth day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me 11 ladies
dancing..."
A spokesman for the
Radio City Music Hall
said 11 of the Rockettes
— or almost onethird of
their normal 36-girl,
72-leg kicking line,
would dance a two-hour
shtik at the special
"institutional, promotional rate of $35 a
dancer." In tap shoes,
sequined costume and
black net stockings, of
course.
"On the 12th day of
Christmas my true love
sent to me 12 lords aleaping..."
Genuine lords,
members of the British
House of Lords, receive
no pay at all. However,
when Parliament is in
session, sitting lords are
reimbursed for food and
By CECILY
incidental expenses of
BROWNSTONE
up to 16 pounds a day
AP Food Editor
and, if required to reEVENING
main overnight, could
draw up to 40 pounds in REFRESHER
Copycat Candy and
expenses. Reverse
noblesse oblige, like Beverage
Copycat Candy
reverse lend lease,
How to make chocolate
would require us to pay
top scale without quibbl- peanut butter cups is
ing for their junket to repeated on request.
our holiday fiesta. Leaping lords, of course, and
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PEDIATRICS GIFTS — The pediatrics unit at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently was recipient of special gifts from two Murray organizations
'
the Lottie Moon Missionary Circle at First Baptist
Church and the Murray Kiwanis Club. Pictured above
are several members of the church circle with some
of the IV feeding gowns they presented to the
hospital. (Above) From left are: Jessie Workman,
Pauline McCoy, Nancy Adams, R.N., Ruth Calhoun,
Roberta Ward and Glenda Duffey, nursing assistant.
Seated in the chair and holding baby Joshua is
Pauline Wagener, president of the circle. At left is the
wagon and toys presented to the unit by the Kiwanians. With it, from the left, are; Barbara 9wens,
R.N., kiwanis President Harold Evesmeyer and
Director Bob Daniels, and Glenda Duffey, a nursing
assistant. The unit is located on the Second Floor of
the 218-bed hospital.
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k2 cup creamy or
chunky peanut butter
k4 cup dark corn syrup
k2 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup sifted confectioners' sugar
12-ounce package ( 2
cups) semi-sweet
chocolate pieces, melted
Line muffin-pan cups
(each 13,4 inches across
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"In this world a man must
be either anvil or hammer "
-- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Counting 10 sure tricks is
not the same as winning
them. See if you can spot
where South went wrong in
the play of today's heart
game
South niffed the second
diamond and quickly played
trumps. East discarded on
the second round and South
drew one more for good
measure. Next, he played
three rounds of clubs and
West ruffed. Now it made
little difference whether
West led spades or
diamonds, since South was
cut off from his club suit
and lost his game. Did you
avoid the trap that South
fell into'
After South plays two
rounds of trumps and East
discards, South should realize that he cannot draw
trumps without isolating his
long club suit The only convenient entry back to
South's hand is in the trump
suit. so South must resist
drawing that thgd trump.
Instead, two of clammy's top
clubs are played (a third
lead would give West a fatal
ruff). and dummy's 4iord
trump is led. South can safely draw West's trumps and
unblock the club suit in the
process. On his last trump.
dummy's remaining club
honor is discarded and South

hens $7.23 Four calling
birds $200.00 Five gold
rings $625.00 Six geelea-laying $150.00 Seven
swans-swimming
$715.40 Eight maidsmilking $1,600.00 Nine
drummers drumming
$3,668.98 Ten pipers pip-,
ing $2,400.00 Eleven
ladies dancing $770.00
Twelve lords a-leaping
$9,478.32 Grand Total'.
$19,724.52.

Copycat candy and beverage
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Germany
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3/ Apportion
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37 Skillful
39 Moslem
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41 Cooled lava
42 Pitcher
4/ Quality
45 Young dog
/7 Capuchin
monkeys
49 Transgresses
50 Brother of
Jacob
52 Dress carefully colloq.
5.4 Symbol for
thulium
55-11loctnne
57 Caudal
80Pendwfall
59 Teutonic
deity
81 Nighl bird
63 ollested
85 Siolhen
volcano
87 Legal

baronesses and ladies.
an exchange rate of
Then there is the mat- $1.46 to the British
ter of transporting pound, the lords would
them. Although fit for a come iff- leaping at
lord, the supersonic $9.478.32, a sprightly
Concord at 2,399 pounds sum for amateur
across the ocean would athletes in the
seem a bit much. British aristocracy but worth it
Airways would fly them at Christmas.
over on Twelfth Night
So the final tally
for 199 pounds and back reads: One partridge
on the day after $9.64, One pear tree
Epiphany, a Saturday, $49.95 Two turtle doves
for 214. Again, figuring $50.00 Three French

top and 1 inch deep) with
fluted paper cups (each
with 1's-inch base and 1
inch high). Stir together
peanut butter, syrup and
vanilla until blended;
gradually stir in sugar.
Turn out on a smooth sur-

face and knead until
smooth. With hands or
rolling pin, press to 1-inch
thickness. With a 1-inch
round cookie cutter, cutout. Spoon half the
chocolate into paper cups'
(about 42 teaspoon for
each) to cover bottom
generously. Place a
peanut butter round in:
each cup and press gently:
to coat sides. Spread top&
of rounds with remaining:
chocolate (about ki teas;:
poon for each). Chill until:
firm before servinC:
Store in refrigerator;.•
Makes about 3 dozen.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Fur-bearing
mammals
6 Encourages
11 Servant
12 Minor item
14 Conjunction
15 Expires
17 Military
group
18 Tear
20 Railroad
station
23 Goddess of
healing
24 Merit
26 Finished
Slang
28 French article
29 Sailing vessel
31 Reprimands
33 European
35 Roman tyrant
36 Own
39 Slight repast
42 Opus abbr
43 Mollifies
45 Wild plum
46 Watering
place
48 Abounds
50 Devoured
51 Dirt
53 Loved one
55 Symbol for
thallium
56 Bars legally
59 South
Amegican
plains
61 Chemical
compound
62 Dovetail
DOWN
Continued
story
2 Printer s
measure

3 Succor
4 Deposited
Answer to Previous Puzzle
5 Smooth in
0
MOD
COM
manner
=NU UMUU MUM
6 Paid notice
UM MUM MUM
7 Exist
UU OMMU MMCIU
8 Greek letter
CUE UUSIO UMW
9 Biblical
weed
OCIMUM UMW MU
10 Figure of
BOUCCIU IIMMUMO
speech
CU COM MOON
11 Customs
OM MOO UMW
13 Oid musical
MO MOUE WO
instruments
EOM MOO UP
16 Mast
OM MOUE UMME
19 Supports
UU =CU CUM
21 Unlock
22 Hollow
cylinders
36 Armed band 09 Transaction
25 Loop
37 Resist
52 Parcel of
27 Twists
38 Sow
land
30 Fold
40 Kind of cloth 54 Hurried
32 Australian
41 Ship bottoms 57 Hebrew letter
marsupial
44 Small fish
58 Senior abbr
34 Actual be ng 47 River islands 60 Negative
4
12
14

15

18

20

4
31

Ipip33

35

411111111

39
45

43

.
AO

50
53

55
59
62

re
.
.lint

-

Or. 10- ir
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ICA miditik
2 .Notice

2

ACE 1000
Micro Computer

5. Lost and Found

Notice

LW 200 Ng Sod Hondo &Wheeler. Serial
Mo. JH IITIOSS9 IC
321132. 1110 reward
for
information
Hooding to return.
Retions In good condition end will not prosecute. Cell Shocifrs
Dept. sr Sonny Nobbles, 75941114.

Jim Softer & Jiffy
Hoary will he in me
showrooms from 6:3118:00 Moe., Tess.,
Tiers., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

(Family
Pack
1395) includes
monitor,
disc
drive and 5250
Software.

isemensemmermelisseh

THOROBRED
COMPUTERS
Olympic Plaza
753-7733

9. Situation

Daycare over a
decode has openings. Infants to 5
years old. 7532555.

10. Business Opportunity

14.Want to Buy
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-4316.
USED air conditioners
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
15. Articles for Sale
3.5 ACRE dark fired
tobacco base for sale.
Call after 6p.m.
753-7531.

BLOND Cocker Spaniel
in Canterbury. Answers
to the name of Flopper.
Reward. Call 759-4986.

Lost near DeVantis, Jerry's, CornCall
Austin.
75 3- 3635
Anytime.
Reward Offered
For Finder.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Coll now sad sense
an appointment
762-4792 or
435-4348

.

41,`

ssi$e

With the Holiday season approaching
stock up now with plenty of herbs & spices.

TAMALE PAPERS
We carry gift items as well as for home use.
çS
.4

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
silver
Closed
379.00 Yesterday
Opened
381.00 Today
.02 Down

Up
Compliments of

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

8.75

8.96
.21

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours
10.8 Daily
12 5 Sundoy

Staff Pharmacist
Bed Hospital is seeking a
clinically oriented professional, interested I.V. Additive and unit dose
system. Excellent Salary and fringe
benefits. Can arrange flexible
hours. Contact Personnel Director
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray, Ky. 42071. Phone
502-753-5131.
218

Cleaners

:.Jogging

can cause potentially
serious injuries from overuse of
muscles and tendons-the tough
fibers that connect muscles to
bones-and injuries to ligamentsthe tissues that connect your
bones and act as joint coverings.
At the first sign of pain, see
your chiropractor. Inflammation;
strain, sprain, swelling are all
signs of impiriged circulation.
Because jogging sends shoat waves
through the spine as your feet
keep pounding the ground, a
chain reaction may lead to sublux •
ation (misalignment) of one or
more vertebrae in your spinal

LARGE and small
buildings on MSU campus. Call 753-2967.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts for

Rent

GOODYEAR and other
brands of new tires. Used
tires. Field service. Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Heavy guage disk blades
at bargan prices. All
sizes. Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
tEXACO TEXACO Antifreeze, $3.20 gallon by the
case. Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
20. Sports Equipment

34. Houses for

Equipment

Rent

43. Real Estate

Inserance &

column.
A thorough chiropractic exam
of your spinal column locates the
cause of the disorder. Gentle hand
adjustments correct the problem
When your spine is properly realigned, vital nerve energy flows
freely and healing is quickly
underway.
Best wishes for a happy, 1141414
New Year. Brought to you as a
community service by
Broeringmeyer

Monday

4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone(502)753-2962

Thru

Friday Out of State 1400-426-33065
Hours6 A.M.-6 P.M.

4 3 . Real Estate

Appointments made
for your convenience. Full time sale
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty. .753-2249
Therms Kai/ft 753-7728
Joyce Iletsworth 753-9380
Anna Requerth .753-2477
Who Mr
763-2409
haft Duro
753-5725

ea Mar

489-2266

44. Lots for Sale
15 WOODED acres for
sale northwest of
Murray. Ideal location
on blacktop road. Suited
for sub dividing or for
private building site.
Asking price $18,000.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
46

Homes for Sale

3 BR brick on 1
acre near Coldwater. $24.500.
No reasonable
offer refused.
Well insulated.
Beautiful landscap•d.
Furniture
negoti able.
Call 489-2689

4 9 . Used Cars

1978 Chevrolet
4
Chevette.
door, 4 speed,
Clean.

Murray
Datsun Inc.

53. Services Offered

Hand trolling
work

IS

right in our Stud.,

Murray, Ky.
753-7114

Come see %(,,ia,•
samples
CARTER STUDIO
WO Mat,

Trucks
1972 CJ5 Jeep, needs
work. $1,000. Call 4365802
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. Loaded. Under
warranty. $12,500. 7538552.
52. Boats -Motors
1976 RICNBERBUILt
16 ft. tri-hull with
Holsclaw trailer, Mercury 65 h.p. engine,
engine in excellent
condition, some upholstery work needed on
interior, stereo system,
some ski equipment
included. Priced to sell
at $1,950 firm. 753-3188.

lc,111?<0.1

bENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2278.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INTERIOR painting
done. Work guaranteed.
Cheap. Rates for free
estimates. Cal 762-4051
Get

5 0. Used

eletniarea sad 111•0

Service on all major
appliances. Wards
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E
and all others. No. 10
Dixieland Ctr 753-85015.

sidle, end Aissiesm
trim for ell homes. It
ft."-,.
Jock Glover
753-1873

tore Ii,,

Christmas' We still
have a large selec
tion ot frames and
glass
CARTER STUDIO
300 Main

BOB'S Home Improvement and General
Contracting 20 years
experience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
753-4501.
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan ConFor -kola Nsullasa struction
Co. Rt. 2, Box
Needs - Sawdust 409A, Paducah, Ky.
or call 1-442-7026.
Lime, White Rock, 42001
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
Groin.
painting and roofing
C8114924425
753-2211 or 753-9600.

t

604 S. 12th

Very Nice - Original
'1972 El Camino, PS,
PB, AT, AC, Maga.
Load 57,000 miles.
$2,475.
753-8585

53. Services Offered
tit•KINNEY Appliance

riENcE

oil

1980 CUTLASS
Supreme. diesel, 32
miles per gallon, 1978
Cutlass Supreme and
1977 Cougar XR-7. All in
good condition and real
sharp. Cheap must sell.
Call 1-354-8050.
1981 MAZDA 626, excellent condition, $6,150
753-4501.

53. Services Offered

CONCRETE-Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys 753-5476.
sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

753 829H

INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

wrir BASEMENT? We

or 492-8485
Ammxripmfmmommor.
SEWING Machine Repair All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.

MD. 'GP

VP

Tr-

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting

-

753-3716

Will had white rock,
seed, Ibis, rip rap and
emissary seed, coal
Call Roger Noises,
733-4545 or 7336763.

FREE E

56

TWA -TES*

Free Column

PREF to good home
female spade dog. Good
with children. We're
moving! 436-5802.

3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
'PRESCRIPTION •FRESN FRUIT DRINKS
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
•NOSPITAL SIMMS FOR RENT AND SALE
neighborhood. Sale by
*LEADING *ANDS OF COSMETICS
53, Services Offered
owner. 753-3949.
•NOLLISTER OST9FAT PRODUCTS
4 BEDROOM, Alum. 6
Mobile Home Anchors,
less Defivery so Preuripliset in City Units
siding home, 7 miles
north of Murray.
underpinning, roofs
$20,000. 759-4069 or 753sealed, aluminum
5976.
patio awnings, single
COMMERICAL Property located at 303 &
and double carports.
Low, Low Rotes.
305 N 12th St. 150' of
CAR STEREO
JACK GLOVER
Satisfied References.
street frontage. Zoned
753-1573
for medium density
Free Estimates.
business. Has 2 rental
houses. $90,000. Murray APPLIANCE SERCalloway County VICE. Kenmore, NEED work on your
Westinghouse,
Realty, 753-8146.
Whirlpool. 21 years trees? Topping, prunFORMAL OR IN- experience. Parts
and ing, shaping, complete
FORMAL... This is a service. Bobby
Hopper, removal and more. Call
great entertainment Bob's Appliance
Investment Property
Ser- HOVER'S TREE
„home. You can,get An on vice; 242' S. StIr St. SE.RVICE for Prothe fun with this four
758-4872, 7 5 3-S8 86 fessional tree care.
bedroom, two bath, 1%
713-0338.
(home).
by Owner
story home.. Fenced
back patio.. Truly a
We repair, radios,
/
4 miles out
Approximately 6/
1
4 acres, 11
marvelous home for enAlmelo Service Ca.
T.V.'s stereos and
tertaining and comfortaon 94 East. 7 Buildings, 9 separate
Almeida, ail vilyi
ble family living.. Let's
small appliances.
shops. $2,375 income per month.
sidle!. Custom trio were.
see this one today. CENMURRAY HOME
$150,000, owner will finance 650,000
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Retraces. Call Will Ed
8, AUTO
Realtors...753-1492.
at 10%.
Bailey.
753-1619.
Chestnut St Murray
IF you are looking for a
Call Eddie Morgan
2571
753
quality built, very ator 753-7150
759-4541
tractive and very
liveable home, you
must see this new
listing Features formal
dining room, eat-in
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
kitchen, central gas
Homes
Businesses
Churches
heat, lots of openness
for that spacious feelWe PROFESSIONALLY
•Change Oil & Filter
ing, and tastefully de(and economically)
corated. Call KOP•Replace Thermostat
PERUD REALTY, 753steam or dry clean carpets
•Flush Cooling System and Replace
1222 today.
ship and re-finish floors
Antifreeze
IMMACULATE CONDIwash windows, walls, etc.
TION! The results of
•Check Betts & Hoses
hours of hard work by the
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
'Check Fluid Levels
owners are evident in this
TENDER, LOVING CARE
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
759-9754 or 759-1834
bath. All new carpet, new
728 South 4th
759-1770
drapes and freshly painFro* Pricing On Location
ted inside and out. Nice
Wocy & Brooke Harringtoo
patio on back... large
storage area plus 2 car
carport. For your personal tour, call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Paradise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
6 a.m. - 10p.m. 7 Days A Week
storage. Don't buy anyPhone 753-5351/753-5352
thing untill you see this
one By owner, 753-4501.
ZONED R-4 and located
directly across from the
University on 16th
Street. This large
TROUBLES
stately brick home
If it's with wel
holds tremendous
possibilities as a
pumps, plumbin
fraternity house, rental
Quality Service
or electric, then I
apartments, etc. Phone
Company
KOPPERUD REALTY
have the answer.
today for additional
Heating and Air
information. 753-1222.
Call John Glover,
Akirminum sod Vinyl
Conditioning
Price reduced to
Cistern trim
Siding,
licensed with 26
Sales, Soles and
$37,000.
References.
work.
Modern
Service
years experience.
4 7 . Motorcycles
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
Sheet Metal & Set-Answering
service
753.0659.
1982 YAMAHA 1T175,
ice Departments
excellent condition.
provided.
Used 3 months. Call
after 5p.m. 436-5377 or
753-0220.

WALLIS DRUG

0,0 PIONEER

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

For Sole

TLC

Winter Special $25

121 Auto Repair

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

911

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Police
911

CIO

Calloway Coolly
Roscoe

Si
753-6952

Reel Estate
Sank:kis Cart Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

48. Auto Services
AHILE they last! Good
12 volt batteries, $15
exchange Call 753-3711.
49

REALTY
La Aso Meet 1534843
worn Moo
753-511114
434-5674
(owes
1912 Cnivester Rood
Survey,(esteeky 42071
(511)73-01 16
Awns*
Jolt. 11101011
Dreher

Used Cars

1972 DATS1IN Station
Wagon. 753-2280.
1 9 3 CHEVROLET'
Malibu, excellent condition, 21,000. 759-1479.
1973 CHEVY Impala
Wagon. Asking 2700
firm Call 489-2377. 1967 CORVAIR. Black.
hardtop. Newly upholstered, new engine
Sharp' Price negotiable Call 753.7863 afternoons or evenings

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

earrier Wein fisr solar
irrevara 10 Mare, end
Catlaway C..*** 102

sad

nooses

753-8181

Send
your
packages the easy
way.

Use our convient
service. We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Squore
753-7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibro Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5127

it

•

PAINTING

753-9290

haw

Broeringmeyer
Health Awareness Center

JOGGER'S INJURIES

KING Automatic wood
heater. Model KWC 80,
price $249.99. Model 8802
B, $299.99. Mobile Home
Heater, UL approved,
model KMH80, $299.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

2 BR duplex, extra nice.
753-2967
ITTENTSTTEr iWT(37
.
2 bedrooms, also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. 753-6609.
FURNISHED apts. 1 or
2 bedrooms, also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. 753-6609.
ONE BR apt. furnished,
sleeping rooms furnished. Rent by week or
month. Hardin, Ky.
437-4595 or 437-4893.
ONE bedroom apartm Ott St 1092 /MOW
Street, appliances furnished. 2135 monthly
plus deposit. Call Spann
Realty Assoc, 753-7724.
TOP Quality 2 BR brick
duplex. $250 per month.
Call 753-6291.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
By

Murray
Rental
and Sales
753-8201

VERY private one bedroom home on private
road, large bedroom
and kitchen with
custom built cabinets,
refrigerator stove, dishwasher, disposal, water furnished. Large
2 2 . Musical
walk-in closets. Utility
5 ft. MAHOGANY room has washer and
stereo turntable, 7 dryer hookups, electric
speakers. 1914 Ky. heat and air also wood
Derby's print. 41x48 stove. Cozy living area
infrared and ultraviolet has overhead ceiling
light snow sled. Call fan, wall to wall carpet.
Attractive decore
753-9672.
LOWREY Console Or- throughout. Home is
gan. Baby Grand Piano. only 6 months old and
must be seen to ap437-4432.
preciate. Responsible
SPINET CONSOLE
single, or married
PIANO for sale: Wancouple only. No chilted: Responsible party
753-2615 or
dren. Call
to take over piano. Can 753-1654.
be seen locally. Write
immediately: (include 38. Pets-Supplies
phone number) Credit
Manager, P.O. Box 3 ENGLISH Pointer
1118, Centralia, Illinois pups. 4 months. Shoots.
62801.
$30 each. Call 436-5802.
AKC Bassett puppies
24. Miscellaneous
and AKC Beagle pupFIREWOOD for sale. pies. 489-2599.
AKC German Shepherd
Self service, $20 rick
Delivered $27.50 rick. puppies, 60 champion, 5
generations. Also guard
Call 753-7783 after 5p.m.
OAK and Hickory dogs. 1-554-2153.
Firewood, 90 percent split DOG obedience classes
wood, $25.00 rick de- and private, home or
livered. Call Days 753- show. Indoor facility.
Certified instructor.
3476, Night 436-2778.
MERR/TT All-Alum. Call 436-2858.
Headache rack, DOT ap- NEED registered male
proved. 8400 or best offer. for stud service. Have
AKC female registered
438-2837.
OAK and hickory Cocker Spaniel.
firewood, delivered. 753-6796.
$25trick. Call 759-1145
4
after 4p.m.
Brittany
Beautiful
PINBALL machine,
antique walnut wasSpaniel Puppies.
drobe, $375. Antique one
6 Weeks Old
horse open sleigh and
489-2710 or
other antiques. Days,
753-1271. Evenings. 753753-0874.
6620.

.151

Check our prices before you buy.
-v/44

2 BR trailer. Call 4362227.
TWO bedroom trailer
Call 759-1417.

GERMAN made, 32 cal
Walther PP automatic
pistol. 6.7'' over all
length with Bianchi clip
on belt holster. Also
World War II Japanese
sword. 753-2801.

fr„,, SPICE SHACK
703 Koerner, S. Beltline
Ph. 442-1300

Vacuum

19. Farm

We Love You
Yo
Your Children & Grandchildren

A

DUNCAN Phyfe dining
table with 6 chairs,
excellent condition,
$450. 753-4501.
MATCHING love seat
and couch, $45. Frost free
refrigerator, $175. Leaf
vacuum, $600 new, needs
work $50. 753-3188.
USED Dinette Set
Table and four chairs
Call 759-1362.

bee sod Vers.
kat for Sk *day.
/Horsy Noe*
sad ens
Chestnut St.
753-2571

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
POLLY GARLAND

ire

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

30. Business Rentals
16. Home Furnishings

17.

4. 44.4

A

T.G. Base amp. 753-2280
or 753-0220.

Kerosene
Heaters for
rent.

LOST
Woman's
Seiko Watch.

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today

SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
WOOD /or sale 753-5463
or 753-0144.
WOOD for sale. 222.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 7599818 after 5p.m.

START 1984 off right by
owning your own business! Commercial building with living quarters, 29. Heating and Cook
fixtures, equipment,
mobile home parking
space and one acre of
land can be yours for only
$38,000. Two septic
systems, city water.
Highway 121 South. Offers urged!!! Roberts
Realty, 753-1651.

Lost and Found

5

Wanted

SHG. Typing §ervice
P.O. Box 45 Call 7530406.

Women's Shirts.
hien and Wemen's
Jeans, Children's
Jackets. SS and
under.
304 N. 4th St.

AYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift

AP,

24. Miscellaneous

2 6 . TV -Radio

Nave S minotes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

41
„t

SUIE Jr X 30Kb

Poison
Control
753-7588

-"*
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Shop Our

AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
a

STARTS MONDAY 8:00 A.M. 12/26/83.
Tremendous Savings throughout the Store!
Closed Christmas Day.
Entire Stock Men's
Heavyweight Coats and
Jackets

All Ladies Winterweight
Gowns, Pajamas and Robes

30%-50% off

30%-50% off.

•Ski Style Jacket
*Parka Style Coat
*Fashion Midweight Jacket
Select from over 200 Now Reduced.

Entire Stock Ladies
Winterweight Coats
and Jackets

Now
$60 39.99
$60 35.99
$60 35.99

Men's Levi's® Jeans

Sale 13.99

30%-50% off.
•5 in 1 Vest Jacket
•Wool Dress Coat
Select from aver 200 Now Reduced!

Orig.

Reg 15 99

*Boot of Straight Cut
*Blue Denim

Orig.

Now
$69 39.99
$120 69.99

Monday Only!

Ladies Sweaters

Sale 9.99
40%-50% off.

Ladies Blouses

Choose from over 200. Inclused Entire Stock of
Hush Puppy® and Many More! Pullover styles
in crew and V-necks. Solids and Stripes. Junior
Missy sizes. Orig. $18-$22.

All Boy's and Girls'
Heavyweight Coats.

40%-50% off.

The First 100 Customers Monday 12/26/83
will Receive A Free Norman Rockwell
Collector's Plate! Limit 1 Per Customer.
100 On:y!

Sale 12.99
40%-50% off.
Large Selection of Junior and Missy dress
blouses.. Solids and patterns - tailored, ruffles

and more. Orig. $22-p2.

Ladies Sweaters

Men's Sweaters

Men's Dress Shirt

SALE 12.99

SALE 13.99

SALE 9.99

Orig. $21-$26. Large Selection
off Missy and Junior Sweaters in Pullover
styles. Choose from solids, prints and patterns.

Orig. $19. Men's V-Neck Pullover Sweater
in soft Orlon® . Selected Colors.
S, M, L, XL.

Orig. $18. Men's Plaid Shirt with
Button-down or spread collar.

Boy's Sweaters

Ladies Skirts

Men's Corduroy Shirt

SALE 6.99

SALE 7.99

SALE 13.99

Orig. $13. *School Age styles in stripes
and shetland looks. Crew and V-Neck.

Orig. 14.99-$22. Wool Blend plaids
in Missy Sizes and Belted Twill styles
in Junior Sizes.

Orig. $20. Men's Corduroy Shirt in Solid
Colors. Lined. Men's Sizes.

Boy's Corduroy Jean's

Ladies Pants

SALE 7.99

SALE 12.99

Ong. $12. Hardwearing Corduory
Jeans in Navy and Grey. Poly/Cotton
Blend. Sizes 8-16.

Orig. $19-$20. Choose from Belted
Twills for the Miss in.4,colors and Corduroy
Jeans for the family.

Men's Slacks

SALE 19.99
Orig. $27. Tr -Blend Slacks
for Men. Touch of flannel in Heather Tones.

All Men's
Heavyweight Robes

Men's Sport Shirts

SALE 9.99

SALE 11.99
Orig. $16-$18. Large Selection of plaids
and solids in sizes S, M, L, XL.

Orig. $20. Choose from plaid flannels,
Velours, and more!

Girl's Shirt and Blouses

Ladies Shirts

Men's Fleece Shirt

SALE 3.99

Men's Better
Flannel Shirts

SALE 12.99

SALE 13.99

SALE 7.99

Orig. $16-$20. Heavy all cotton, lined
plaids. Solids too. Some tails.

Orig. $18. Men's Pullover fleece shirt
in solid colors with contrast trim. Long sleeve.

Orig. $10. School Age Long Sleeve
Ruffle-front blouse or solid color woven
shirts in assorted colors.

Orig. $15 & $16. Ladies shirts in plaids
and solids. Classic styling.

Entire Stock
House Shoes

SHOP OUR STOREWIDE SAVINGS!

Girls Sweaters

50% OFF

Hundreds of items Reduced 30%-50%.
Our After Christmas SALE is Going on
IN Every Department! Hurry for Best Selection!

SALE 6.99

Includes Novelties, scuffs,
fuzzies and more.

Orig. $11. Junior Hi sizes in
Shetland-lood Wool Pullovers.

Group I Shoes

Group II Shoes

Group III Shoes

Group IV Shoes

SALE 9.99

SALE 14.99

SALE 19.99

SALE 19.99

Orig. $14-$16. Select from women's
casuals and girl's casual and dress group.

Orig. $22-$25. Infants, Boy's, Girl's,
and Women's. Large Assortment of casual and
dress shoes.

Orig. $24-$38. Better women's dress and
casual. Boy's casual.

Monday-Friday 9-9
Saturday 9-9:30
Sunday 12-30-6

JCPenney

Orig. $23-$38. Women's
Dress pumps and casuals.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

